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1 INTRODUCTION  

 Terpenoids are one of the most structurally and stereochemically diverse family 

of natural products. They are often cyclized and rearranged in a complex manner 

resulting in more than 55.000 known structures present in Eukaryota, Bacteria and 

Archaea (1). The imposing numbers of compounds come along with a multitude of 

different functions and are part of primary as well as secondary metabolism. For 

instance, they are essential compounds of membranes, e.g. sterols (eukaryotes), 

hopanoids (Bacteria) and prenyllipids (Archaea) (2-4) or serve as modifications for 

membrane components (5, 6). Plastoquinone, phylloquinone and ubiquinone are 

associated with the electron transport chains (7, 8), while carotenoids and the phytol 

side chain of chlorophyll are essential for photosynthesis (9, 10). Other terpenoids 

function as hormones like gibberellins in plants (11), juvenile hormones (JH) in insects 

(12) and steroid hormones in animals (13). Nevertheless, most terpenoids are 

secondary metabolites and predominantly shape the pleasant smell or spicy taste of e.g. 

citrus fruits, eucalyptus, lemon grass, rosemary, sage, and peppermint species - acting 

thereby as toxins, repellents or attractants to other organisms. This leads to the 

assumption that they have ecological roles in antagonistic or mutualistic interactions 

(14, 15).  

 Terpenes are named after the isolated hydrocarbon from the conifer secretion 

called turpentine. The chemical compositions of turpentine are mainly compounds with 

the molecular formula C10H16 which laid the foundation for further terminology. Wallach 

proposed 1887 that monoterpenoids are constructed by two isoprene units, each 

considered as hemiterpene, which are the basal building block for all terpenes (16, 17). 

Following this formal logic Ruzicka approved the proposed “isoprenic rule” of Wallach 

also for longer terpenoid compounds. Later, Lynen and Bloch completed this 

terminology and discover the biosynthesis of terpenes. Due to all this, terpenes are 

classified by the number of constituent isoprene units. Products which contain three 

units are named sesquiterpenes, those containing four units diterpenes and so on (18-

20). In nature, macromolecular structures with more than 30 isoprene units are found 

ubiquitary in the primary metabolism and classified as polyterpenes (21). The first two 

carbon skeletons precisely identified are those of the sesquiterpenes α-santalen (1910) 

and farnesol (1913) (22-24).   
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1.1  TERPENE BIOSYNTHESIS  

 Despite their structural diversity, terpenes derive from the universal C5 isoprene 

units isopentenyl diphosphate (IDP) and dimethylallyl diphosphate (DMADP) 

synthesized via the mevalonate (MVA) pathway or the methylerythritol phosphate 

(MEP) pathway (25-27). While Gram-negative bacteria exclusively use the MEP 

pathway, Archaea and Eukaryota (except plants) exhibit only the enzymes of the MVA 

pathways (28, 29). Plants are able to produce isoprenes via both pathways although 

both of them are localized in different cell compartments (30). The precursor of the MVA 

derived isoprene units is activated acetic acid, the so called acetyl-coenzyme A (Fig. 1). 

Two equivalents of acetyl-CoA couple to acetoacetyl-CoA, similar to a Claisen 

condensation. The acetoacetyl-CoA reacts further with another acetyl-CoA to form 

3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-CoA (HMG). These reactions are followed by an enzymatic 

reduction with NADPH + H+ and catalyzed by the 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl-CoA 

reductase (HMGR) to generate (R)-mevalonic acid. Afterwards, three enzymatic 

reactions consuming adenosine triphosphate (ATP) phosphorylate mevalonic acid. 

Decarboxylation and elimination of H2O generate activated IDP which can easily be 

isomerized by an isoprenyl diphosphate isomerase (IDI) to DMADP. Both compounds 

are kept in equilibrium (31-36). 

 
Fig. 1: Biosynthesis of IDP and DMADP via the mevalonate pathway. AAS, 
acetoacetyl-CoA synthase; HMGS, HMG-CoA synthase; HMGR, HMG-CoA reductase; MVK, 
mevalonate kinase; PMVK, phosphomevalonate kinase; MVD, mevalonate diphosphate 
decarboxylase; IDI, isoprenyl diphosphate isomerase; IDP, isopentenyl diphosphate; 
DMADP, dimethylallyl diphosphate. 
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DMADP and IDP are further condensed to linear diphosphate intermediates resulting in 

C10 (geranyl diphosphate; GDP), C15 (farnesyl diphosphate; FDP), C20 (geranylgeranyl 

diphosphate; GGDP) or even much larger carbon skeletons (Fig. 2).  

 The alkylation reaction is catalyzed by isoprenyl diphosphate synthases (IDSs) 

belonging to the terpenoid synthase superfamily (29, 37-40). They are additionally 

classified as cis- or trans-IDSs depending on the stereochemistry of the double-bond in 

their formed products (41, 42). In general, cis-IDSs synthesize long-chain products (C50 – 

C~5000) although some short-chain producing enzymes are known (43-46). Trans-IDSs 

usually synthesize products up to C50. Most of these acyclic precursors are further 

modified by subsequent cyclization and/or rearrangements catalyzed by terpene 

synthases to produce the huge variety of terpene metabolites (47, 48).  

 

 

Fig. 2: Biosynthesis of various terpene classes. IDI, isoprenyl diphosphate isomerase; 
IDP, isopentenyl diphosphate; DMADP, dimethylallyl diphosphate; GDPS, trans-geranyl 
diphosphate synthase; FDPS, trans-farnesyl diphosphate synthase; GGDPS, trans-
geranylgeranyl diphosphate synthase; JH III, juvenile hormone III. 
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1.2  BRANCH POINT ENZYMES WITHIN MVA  PATHWAY  

1.2.1  3-HYDRO X Y-3-ME TH YLGLU TARYL-COA  RED UC TASE  (HMGR) 

 IDP and DMADP can originate from the MVA pathway (12). An important rate-

limiting enzyme within this pathway is HMGR (EC 1.1.1.34). It catalyzes the four-

electron reduction of (S)-HMG-CoA to the carboxylic acid (R)-mevalonate utilizing two 

molecules of NADPH (49) (Fig. 3). Homologs of these highly conserved enzymes are 

found in eukaryotes, prokaryotes and Archaea. Via sequence comparisons of the 

catalytic center two distinct classes can be identified. The sequence identities within one 

class are around 33-65% whereas the classes compared to each other represent only  

14-22% identical residues (50). Class II enzymes are primarily present as soluble 

proteins in the cytoplasm of Eubacteria and some Archaea utilizing NADH as electron 

donor. The HMGR of Pseudomonas mevalonii was the first structurally and biochemically 

characterized enzyme of the class II proteins (51-53).  

 

 

 

  

 HMGRs of eukaryotes and most archaea are glucoproteins belonging to the class I 

enzymes. They typically utilize NADPH as electron donor. Class I enzymes consist of two 

distinct domains, a hydrophobic NH2-terminal membrane anchor and a COOH-terminal 

catalytic domain extending into the cytoplasm (50, 54, 55). The poorly conserved 

N-terminus anchors the enzyme with 2 to 8 transmembrane α-helices, specifically for 

each species, in the membrane of the endoplasmatic reticulum (56). The membrane 

Fig. 3: Reaction mechanism of the biosynthesis of (R)-Mevalonate catalyzed by 
HMGR. 
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domain and the highly conserved catalytic domain are connected via a non-conserved 

hydrophilic linker region. The crystal structure of the human HMGR catalytic domain 

(PDB DQ8, 1DQ9, 1DQA) comprises a homotetrameric structure with asymmetrically 

arranged monomers (54, 55). The C-terminal domains of two monomers form a dimeric 

structure to build the active site in which each monomer-unit contributes residues 

necessary for catalysis (54, 57, 58). This reaction takes place in two sequential hydride 

transfers from NADPH, in which HMG-CoA is reduced to mevalonate. A protonated 

histidine residue plays a critical role in this catalysis by donating a proton to the thiol 

anion after the first reduction. The substrate binding induces closure of the C-terminal 

helix, moving the catalytic histidine in an optimal position completing the active site (49, 

57, 59). 

REG UL ATO RY  PRO CESS ES CON CE RNING  HMGR  ACTIVI TY  

HMGR is uniquely suited as a primary branch point within terpene biosynthesis 

catalyzing a costly and irreversible reaction. Thus, HMGR activity influences the output 

of the MVA pathway regulation of this enzyme is highly important to prevent surplus 

production of intermediate. This occurs indeed by several regulatory mechanisms on 

transcriptional (60-62), translational as well as post-translational level (63-65).  

For instance, the N-terminal membrane anchor usually includes a regulatory 

sterol-sensing domain (SSD) which binds lipids and plays an important role in HMGR-

activity regulation (59, 66-68). Mammalian HMGR displays a sterol-mediated feedback 

inhibition at transcriptional levels and via degradation of the enzyme. This ensures that 

sterol synthesis does not exceed requirements (66). Additionally, in both mammals and 

yeast a non-sterol isoprenoid signal positively regulates the rate of HMGR degradation 

under high concentrations of the intermediate FDP (69, 70). Moreover, AMP-activated 

protein kinase (AMPK) phosphorylates a conserved amino residue in the active center 

which decreases the affinity for NADPH due to the interference with the closure flap of 

the C-terminal site. Along with AMPK, protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A) plays an 

important role in HMGR regulation since its ability to fully restore HMGR activity by 

dephosphorylation (49, 59, 71). Furthermore, HMGR can be influenced on the level of 

translation by non-sterol isoprenoids and may involve the 5′- untranslated region of the 

HMGR-mRNA. However, this aspect of regulation has received limited attention and the 

mechanism is not clear yet (63, 66).  
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1.2.2  ISO PRE NYL D IPH OSP HATE  SYNTHASE S (IDSS) 

Although HMGR constitutes a key enzyme of the early steps of terpenoid biosynthesis, 

IDSs can act further downstream as regulatory branch points (Fig. 2) (47). IDSs produce 

prenyl diphosphates - the general backbones for the biosynthesis of the whole variety of 

terpenes. Therefore, a stringent regulation of these reactions has to be coordinated.  

REG UL ATO RY  PRO CESS ES CON CE RNING  IDS  ACTIVI TY  

 In plants, the transcriptional regulation of IDSs genes within different 

developmental stages or tissues was observed in various species (72-75). For example, 

the transcript level of fdps, which is involved in the withanolide biosynthesis of Withania 

somnifera, was significantly elevated in response to salicylic acid, methyl jasmonate and 

mechanical wounding. The accumulation of corresponding mRNA was detected in most 

organs but showed maximum expression in flowers and young leafs which indicates 

differential regulation (76). In Norway spruce, the formation of traumatic resin ducts 

correlated with higher amounts of terpenes and an upregulation of IDSs genes 

producing GDP or GGDP after treatment with methyl jasmonate (77). Differential 

expression of IDSs genes was also observed in Lepidoptera larvae for two FPDSs 

homologs. Genes of type-I IDSs were demonstrated to be ubiquitously expressed in all 

tissues, whereas the type-II transcripts were nearly 20 times more abundant and 

essentially restricted to the JH producing glands of insect larvae (78). Nevertheless, the 

mechanisms of transcriptional and translational regulation are not well investigated yet.  

 Regulation of IDS activity, especially product and substrate specificity, is not well 

understood in detail right now. In Artemisia tridentata ssp. Spiciformis, three FDPS 

isoforms were identified with sequence similarity greater than 89%. Biochemical 

characterization revealed that FDPS1 and FDPS2 synthesized FDP, whereas their kinetic 

behavior and substrate specificity varied. In contrast, FDPS5 synthesized GDP when 

incubated with IDP and DMADP but also produced two irregular monoterpenoids, 

namely chrysanthemyl diphosphate and lavandulyl diphosphate, when incubated only 

with DMADP (72). Two isolated FDPS enzymes from Myzus persicae showed 82% 

sequence similarity but revealed altered functionality. Amino acid exchanges with 

different hydrophobicity resulted in conformational change of the catalytic pocket (79). 
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Aphid enzymes often displayed a dual GDPS/FDPS activity. Increasing concentrations of 

DMADP led to increasing proportions of the GDP product (80-83).  

 Additional alteration of enzymatic activity in case of different co-factors was 

observed. Literature describes Mg2+ and Mn2+ as the common co-factors for IDSs but 

analysis showed that both co-factors are not eqivalent and altered the prenyl coupling in 

insects like Myzus persicae or Choristoneura fumiferana (80-85). Although it has been 

shown that Zn2+, Ni2+ or Co2+ influence enzyme activity in microorganisms (86, 87) and 

plants, e.g. Abies grandis (88), but the mechanisms behind these effects are not known. 

Summing up, these results of coordinated regulation on transcriptional as well as post-

translational level (e.g. product specificity) indicate that the enzymes conduct the 

biosynthesis and the metabolic flux of terpenes.  

STRUCTURAL  CH ARACTE RIS TICS  OF  IDSS   

 Further explanations will focus on trans-scIDSs due to the more detailed 

knowledge and ubiquitous appearance in all living organisms. Trans-IDSs can be divided 

into enzymes generating short-chain (scIDS, C10-C20), medium-chain (C25-C35), and long-

chain (C40-C50) products (89). These enzymes remarkably differ in their selectivity to the 

chain-length of their substrates and products (37, 90, 91) and are further classified 

according to the chain-length of their main product. For instance, geranyl diphosphate 

synthases (GDPSs; EC 2.5.1.1) catalyze the coupling of the homoallylic IDP with the 

allylic DMADP resulting in GDP, the ubiquitous C10-building block of monoterpenes. 

Farnesyl diphosphate synthases (FDPSs; EC 2.5.1.10) produce FDP, the C15 precursor of 

sequiterpenes and triterpenes (C30), and geranylgeranyl diphosphate synthases 

(GGDPSs; EC 2.5.1.29) produce GGDP, the C20 backbone of diterpenes and the precursors 

for tetraterpenes (C40). FDPS and GGDPS are typical representatives of scIDSs since their 

products are apparently required by all living organisms (92).  

 In 1994, the first crystallized scIDS, an avian FDPS, shed light onto the protein 

structure and catalytic activity of this enzyme class (93). Members of the scIDS family 

share a common protein fold and appear typically as homodimers (94) at which each 

monomer possesses a fully equipped catalytic center. This is nested within an α-helical 

bundle, regularly built up by 12 helices, containing allylic binding regions. All identified 

enzymes show characteristic and highly conserved motifs, so they may have evolved 

from a common ancestor (93). The obvious conserved regions are the first aspartate rich 

motif (FARM) with the amino acid sequence DDxx(xx)D and the second aspartate rich 
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motif (SARM) with the sequence DDxxD. These motifs are crucial for the direct enzyme’s 

catalytic effect due to the binding of the substrates and co-factors. While FARM 

represents the binding site of the allylic substrate, SARM is known to bind IDP. Both 

motifs are located on opposite walls within the active cavity and facing each other (1, 21, 

40, 81, 82). IDSs need a trinuclear metal cluster for activation, usually Mg2+ or Mn2+, 

which complex with the aspartates as well as with IDP (95). Two pairs of aspartates 

from FARM and SARM coordinate the corresponding diphosphate of the substrates for 

catalytic cleavage.  

ALKYL ATION  ME CH ANI SM OF  T RANS-IDS 

 Generally, catalysis by scIDSs follows a sequential mechanism named “head-to-

tail alkylation” (Fig. 4).  

Fig. 4: Principle catalytic mechanism of the “head-to-tail alkylation” of scIDS 
(modified by (96)).  

 

The coupling is generated by ionization of the allylic diphosphate precursor followed by 

cleavage of the carbon–oxygen bond of DMADP. The carbocation attacks the C3–C4 

double bond of IDP to form a tertiary carbocationic intermediate that loses a proton 
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from C2 whereby generating an allylic product. This dissociative electrophilic alkylation 

forms a new carbon-carbon double bond between the C1 of the allylic carbocation and 

the C4 of IDP (1, 94-96). The hydrocarbon tail of DMADP extends into the active cavity 

that accommodates the growing carbon chain. The IDP binding region (A) positions the 

C4 of IDP close to the C1 of the allylic substrate located at binding site (B). The 

sequential addition of IDP to the growing chain proceeds through the release of the 

cleaved diphosphate from (B), rearrangement of the formed product from (A) to (B), 

binding of another IDP in (A) and followed by the same reactions as before (94). 

 A substantial and also intriguing question is how IDSs regulate and determine 

chain-length and thereby product specificity. Studies on IDSs using data acquired by 

sequence comparison, site-directed mutagenesis and crystallography resulted in the 

common idea of the “molecular-ruler-theory“. In principle, amino acids located 

upstream and downstream of FARM have been assigned as the main chain-length 

determination region (CLD). These residues limit the deepness/size by building a 

bottom within the catalytic cavity which accommodates the growing carbon chain and 

therefore restricts the final product length (24, 63-65). Depending on the position 

upstream of the FARM region, the lengths of the cavity differ. For FDPS residues located 

at the fourth and fifth position mainly regulate C15 chain-length (Fig. 5) (42, 47, 80-82, 

97-106).  

Fig. 5: Homology model of scIDS 
displaying chain-length-determination 
(CLD) region. Chain D housing the DDxxD 
motif of FARM (green). SARM (green) is 
located at the gray helix in the background. 
Dotted spheres are the trinuclear metal 
cluster generated by Mg2+. The blue helices 
are determined as the main CLD area. IDP 
and GDP are displayed as possible 
substrates for scIDS. Chain elongation to 
form FDP would be oriented downwards. 
Amino acids of chain D at position 4, 8 and 
11 as well as residues of chain F are shown 
to illustrate the possible steric conflict with 
a growing carbon chain. 
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 With increasing number of 3D structures for prenyltransferases, the mechanism 

of chain-length determination has just begun to emerge. Newer findings showed that 

besides these residues also amino acids located at the dimer interface influence chain-

length specificity. Mutation studies clearly indicated that the monomers have an impact 

on each other and therefore also regulate chain-length specificity (98, 107). 

Furthermore, early studies described the role of metal co-factors on IDS activity. They 

displayed a significant influence on enzyme activity and chain-length of the product 

(108-111). In using different divalent metals co-factors like Co2+, Mn2+ and Zn2+ besides 

the common Mg2+, they observed products which were shifted by one to two units 

longer than those obtained with Mg2+ (86, 87, 110, 111). These results depict clearly, 

that chain lengths specificity can not only be influenced by steric hindrance of 

interacting residues, the general statement of the “molecular-ruler-theory”, but also by 

metal co-factors itself. However, the final mechanism is not clarified yet.  

1.3  TERPENES IN INSECTS  

 Most of the knowledge regarding terpene metabolism resulted from extensively 

investigated plants. But also insects synthesize terpenes, such as hormones, pheromones 

or allomones. Juvenile hormones, for instance, are a group of essential acyclic 

sesquiterpenoids produced by all insects to regulate development, reproduction and 

diapause. Pheromones and allomones are signal compounds in order to communicate 

intra- and interspecifically to find mating partners, to warn, to mark food sources, to 

aggregate or to defend themselves against predators. Aggregation pheromones like the 

monoterpenoid ipsdienol produced by bark beetles coordinate the colonization of 

coniferous trees (112-114). Furthermore, different aphid species produce the sex 

pheromones nepetalactone and nepetalactol (cyclopentanoid monoterpenes) to find 

possible mating partners (115-117). The sesquiterpenoid alarm pheromone  

(E)-β-farnesene warns the aphid community in case of an attack (118).  
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1.3.1  DEFEN SE  S TR ATE GIES  O F CHR YSOM ELIDAE  LAR VAE   

 Many insects reside at the bottom of the food chain and are highly exposed to 

predators. Therefore, protection against natural enemies is indispensable, especially in 

early developmental stages, to reach fertility and to produce offspring to ensure the 

evolutionary survival of the species. Especially Chrysomelina larvae possess 

sophisticated strategies in terms of chemical defense (119). Besides isoxazolinones 

derivates, salicin, benzaldehyde and conjugated acetates they use cyclopentanoic 

monoterpenes like plagiodial and chrysomelidial for defense (120-122). In order to 

discharge the deterrent molecules, the larvae developed specialized pair-wise exocrine 

glands on their dorsal thoracal and abdominal segments. These glands are attached to an 

impermeable reservoir which stores the deterrent compound. In case of predatory 

attack, the reservoirs release droplets of secretion containing defensive compounds 

(Fig. 6) (123-126). 

 

 

 

 The source of the deterrent compound in the larval secretions depends on 

different strategies (Fig. 7). Chrysomela species as well as Phratora vitellinae for instance 

developed an energy-saving but highly host plant specific defense strategy. This depends 

on the secondary metabolites of salicaceaous plants which restricts the larvae in their 

forage. These species sequester the phenolic glucoside salicin and convert it to the 

biological active salicylaldehyde in the glandular reservoir (127-131). A second 

approach evolved in the so called interrupta group of the Chrysomelina species  

(e.g. Chrysomela lapponica). They developed a mixed-mode mechanism to produce 

butyrate-esters in addition to salicylaldehyde. For this purpose they sequester 

simultaneously a variety of glucosidically bound leaf alcohols. Their agluca are esterified 

Fig. 6: Phaedon cochleariae larvae 
show upended gland reservoirs 
containing a defensive secretion 
which is released after a predatory 
attack.  
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with de-novo produced isobutyric acid and 2-methylbutyric acid derived from the 

insects’ internal pool of amino acids (132-136). However, the third approach in the 

subtribe Chrysomelina, considered as the most ancestral strategy of larval defense, is the 

de-novo production of cyclopentanoic monoterpenes (iridoids) in tremendous quantities 

(121, 137-139). The larvae of the leaf beetle P. cochleariae synthesize the iridoid 

Chrysomelidial (119, 121, 140).  

 
Fig. 7: Maximum parsimony reconstruction of the evolutionary relationship of 
Chrysomelina species considering the biosynthesis of deterrent compounds in the 
larval glands and host plant affiliation. Abbreviations: Pl.: Plagiodera; G.: Gastophysa; 
Ph.: Phaedon; P.: Phratora; L.: Linaeidea; C.: Chrysomela  (apted and modified from (119)) 

1.3.2  ORIGIN  AN D B IO SYN THE SIS OF  D E-N O VO  PR OD U CED  TERPE NO IDS   

 A natural advantage of the de-novo group is their ability to defend themselves 

independent of host plant derived metabolites. They do not need to sequester 

compounds but do produce the glucosidically bound precursor 8 - hydroxygeraniol 

glucoside (Ger-8-O-Glc) de-novo in the fat body tissue. The production of terpenoid 

precursors as well as regulatory mechanisms of involved branch point enzymes received 

limited attention so far. It is known, that biosynthesis of Chrysomelidial is most likely 

compartmented into different tissues of the larval body and therefore subjected to 
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different regulatory elements. Enhanced HMGR and GDPS activity, only detected in fat 

body tissue of iridoid producing larvae, indicate high biosynthetic activity of this tissue 

due to de novo production of iridoid precursor Ger-8-O-Glc (141, 142).  

 The isoprene units IDP and DMADP, provided by the MVA pathway, serve as 

substrates for scIDSs to synthesize the monoterpenoid precursor GDP (12, 141). After 

dephosphorylation of GDP, the intermediate geraniol is produced by an up to now 

unknown enzyme. Subsequently, a ω-hydroxylation converts geraniol into  

8-hydroxygeraniol (Ger-8-OH) presumably catalyzed by a P450 cytochrome oxidase. A 

final glucosylation step results in formation of Ger-8-O-Glc. Thereafter, Ger-8-O-Glc is 

exported into the hemolymph and further transferred to the glandular reservoir where 

the final steps in iridoid formation (chrysomelidial) occur (Fig. 8) (119, 126, 141-149). 

The enzymatic reactions in the glandular reservoir from Ger-8-O-Glc to the iridoid 

chrysomelidial have been studied in detail. Selective transport proteins take up the 

glucoside. Subsequently, an unspecific β-glucosidase cleaves off the sugar moiety to 

achieve Ger-8-OH. An oxygen dependent oxidase stereospecifically removes 

the hydrogen atoms from the terminal –CH2OH group yielding 8-oxogeranial. 

Afterwards, chrysomelidial is formed by a predicted cyclase (121, 126, 141-146, 150, 

151). 

 Due to their independence of plant derived precursors, de-novo producers can 

overcome evolutionary host plant shifts without losing defense. This autonomy is nicely 

reflected also by the manifoldness of their host plants reaching from Polygonaceae  

(e.g. G. viridula), Brassicaceae (e.g. P. cochleariae), Betulaceae (L. aenea) to Salicaceae  

(Pl. versicolora) (Fig. 7). However, a high disadvantage of de-novo producers are higher 

metabolic costs compared to more evolved Chrysomelina species which sequester the 

glucosidic precursors directly from their host plants.  

 Interestingly, feeding experiments with deuterated precursors or the S-analogs of 

the natural O-glucoside (Ger-8-O-Glc) elucidated that de-novo producers already possess 

the ability to sequester. After feeding for a certain time on impregnated forage, the 

secretions contained the thioglucoside or deuterated chrysomelidial, respectively. These 

findings demonstrate that larvae of the ancestral Chrysomelina species already possess 

a transport system which principally supports sequestration. Therefore, the larvae may 

employ both, endogenous and exogenous pools of precursors if supplied by their host 

plant (130, 131, 136, 139, 152, 153).  
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However, to gain a benefit of sequestered plant derived glucosides the regulatory 

mechanism of terpenoid biosynthesis had to evolve. These regulatory processes have to 

be understood to investigate evolutionary processes from the ancestral de-novo 

producing strategy to the evolved and energy-saving sequestering approach 

 
Fig. 8 Biosynthesis of the defensive secretions in the larvae of Phaedon cochleariae.  
1, HMGR; 2, GDPS; 3, scIDS; 4, Phosphatase; 5, Cytochrome P-450 mixed function 
Oxygenase; 6, Glycosyltransferase; 7, β-D-Glucosidase; 8, Oxidase; 9, Cyclase. Green 
arrow indicate the possibility of sequestration (adapted from (58)) 
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2 AIMS OF THE THESIS  

 Chrysomelina larvae exhibit a biochemically self-contained defense metabolism, 

whereby they display an excellent research object in studying regulatory mechanisms 

and the evolutionary development of the defensive systems. The proposed development 

of the chemical defense in Chrysomelina leaf beetle larvae proceeded via different 

biosynthetic steps. De-novo production of terpenoid compounds are declared as the 

most ancestral strategy which finally developed to the sequestration of plant derived 

phenolic glucosides. The most evolved strategy is the combination of sequestration and 

de-novo production of compounds. However, all larvae show common principles. 

Besides the uniform morphology they generally use glucosidically bound precursors 

which are transferred via the hemolymph to the glandular reservoir. This suggests a 

common transport mechanism. However, all species show a highly selective and 

substrate specific uptake of the precursors into the glandular system - adapted to their 

genuine precursor of defensive compound.  

 The observations that even de-novo producers are able to sequester further 

implicate the existence of regulatory mechanisms to gain a benefit from plant derived 

substrates. To ensure an efficient chrysomelidial production besides other terpenoid 

compounds regulatory mechanisms have to exist. Consequently, to control and channel 

different terpenoid fluxes within the larval metabolism, defined regulatory processes 

had to be developed. 

 

My objectives were to identify and characterize enzymes essentially involved in the  

de-novo biosynthesis of the defensive compound chrysomelidial. I especially focused on 

their regulatory impact and the corresponding requirements to fulfill their controlling 

function. 

 

Manuscript one focuses on the hypothesis that the larvae benefit from plant derived 

metabolites. Therefore, geraniol, Ger-8-OH and Ger-8-O-Glc were analyzed regarding 

their regulatory impact on the activity of HMGR as it represents the key enzyme of the 

MVA pathway.  
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Manuscript two provides an overview of the studies concerning sequestration 

processes of plant-derived compounds by leaf beetle larvae. The route of ingested 

compounds is investigated and linked to different transport networks. The impact of 

these substances as shown in the first manuscript is linked to the question of the 

relevance of sequestration processes regarding adaptive radiation observed for the 

Chrysomelina subtribe. 

 

Manuscript three explains the development of a reliable RNAi method to analyze 

biochemical pathways. It is shown that RNAi is approved to interrupt the biosynthesis of 

deterrent specifically in-vivo. This in turn elucidated the in-vivo function of newly 

identified enzymes.  

 

Manuscript four focuses on the identification and characterization of a scIDS from 

Phaedon cochleariae (PcIDS1). RNAi experiments targeting PcIDS1 revealed 

participation of this enzyme in the de-novo biosynthesis of defensive iridoids. Profound 

analysis of PcIDS1 elucidated an up to now undiscovered regulatory mechanism for this 

enzyme class. There, the products of PcIDS1 differ in their chain lengths depending on 

the present divalent metal co-factor. This influence of product specificity represents an 

additional level of regulation of branch point enzymes within terpenoid metabolism 

besides the HMGR regulation shown in the first manuscript. Since GDP and FDP serve as 

precursor for various metabolites, the larvae may control the systemic flux simply by 

changing the co-factor. 
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3 OVERVIEW OF MANUSCRIPTS  
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4.1  MANUSCRIPT 1:  IMPLICATION OF HMGR  IN HOMEOSTASIS OF SE QUESTERED 

AND DE-NOVO PRODUCED PRECURSORS OF THE IRIDOID BIOSYNTHESIS IN 

LEAF BEETLE LARVAE  

Antje Burse, Sindy Frick, Axel Schmidt, Rita Buechler, Maritta Kunert, Jonathan 

Gershenzon, Wolfgang Brandt, Wilhelm Boland 

 

Insect Biochemistry and Molecular Biology (2008) 

 

Summary 

 

Former studies revealed that de-novo 

producers possess the ability to 

sequester plant derived glucosides. Here 

we tested the glucoside, its aglucon 

(Ger-8-OH) and geraniol regarding their 

impact on HMGR, the key enzyme of the 

MVA-pathway. Profound analyzes of the 

recombinant catalytic portion of HMGR 

regarding enzyme activity were carried 

out. Data display a significant inhibitory 

impact of Ger-8-OH on HMGR. Homology 

modeling of the catalytic domain and 

docking experiments indicated binding 

of Ger-8-OH in the active site indicating 

a possible competitive inhibitor 

function. These data emphasize that 

HMGR may represent a regulatory 

element maintaining homeostasis 

between de-novo produced and 

sequestered precursors. 

Author contributions:  

 

S.F. and A.B. performed research, 

interpreted data substantially and 

contributed in writing the manuscript. 

A.S. helped with the Radio-GC 

measurements.  

R.B. helped in purification process of the 

heterologous expressed protein. 

M.K. synthesized 8-hydroxygeraniol and 

its thioglucoside. 

W. Brandt performed protein modeling 

and docking studies and wrote the first 

draft of the corresponding part in the 

paper. 

A.B. and W. Boland contributed 

substantially to the interpretation of all 

data. 

A.B., A.S., J.G. and W. Boland supervised 

the work and revised the manuscript. 
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4.2  MANUSCRIPT 2:  ALWAYS BEING WELL PRE PARED FOR DEFENSE :  THE 

PRODUCTION OF DETERR ENTS BY JUVENILE CHRYSOMELINA  BEETLES 

(CHRYSOMELIDAE) 

Antje Burse, Sindy Frick, Sabrina Discher, Karla Tolzin-Banasch, Roy Kirsch, Anja 

Strauss, Maritta Kunert, Wilhelm Boland 

 

Phytochemistry (2009) 

 

Summary 

 

A general overview is provided on the 

deterrent biosynthesis by juvenile 

chrysomelina species. It was 

demonstrated that most likely all 

species possess the ability to sequester 

plant-derived glucosides, which in turn 

requires a highly efficient and complex 

transport system. Various feeding 

studies explain the selectivity of 

involved transport mechanisms located 

at the gut barrier, the glandular system 

and the excretion tissue. Elucidations of 

fundamental biosynthetic steps explain 

the importance of HMGR and GDPS 

within the de-novo production of 

chrysomelidial. The regulatory 

influences of sequestered precursors on 

branch point enzymes of the de-novo 

biosynthesis provide further aspects for 

co-evolutionary correlations based on 

plant insect interactions. 

Author contributions: 

 

S.F. performed research, contributed to 

the interpretation and writing of the 

manuscript related to the studies of 

HMGR and IDS. 

S.D., A.S., R.K., M.K. performed research, 

interpreted data and wrote parts of the 

manuscript related to transport system 

and sequestration process of plant 

derived glucosides. 

K.T-B. performed research, interpreted 

data and wrote parts of the manuscript 

concerning chemical defense of 

C. lapponica. 

A.B. and W.B. contributed substantially 

to the interpretation of all data. 

A.B. wrote first draft of the manuscript 

and all authors contributed substantially 

in terms of their research part. 
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4.3  MANUSCRIPT 3:  PRECISE RNA I-MEDIATED SILENCING O F METABOLICALLY 

ACTIVE PROTEINS IN T HE DEFENSE SECRETION S OF JUVENILE LEAF BEETLES  

René Roberto Bodemann, Peter Rahfeld, Magdalena Stock, Maritta Kunert, Natalie 

Wielsch, Marco Groth, Sindy Frick, Wilhelm Boland, Antje Burse 

 

Proceedings of the Royal Society B: Biological Sciences (2012) 

 

Summary: 
 

RNAi methodology was established in 

juvenile Chrysomela populi and 

Phaedon cochleariae to analyze in-vivo 

function of proteins involved in the 

biosynthesis of deterrent compound. In 

particular the salicyl alcohol synthase 

(SAO) of C. populi and a novel protein 

from P. cochleariae, annotated as JH-

binding protein (JHBP), were studied. 

Both proteins, located in the glandular 

secretions, were successfully silenced. In 

case of JHPB a function could be 

addressed to the protein in terms of the 

cyclization of 8-oxogeranial to form 

chrysomelidial. Altogether, the approach 

demonstrates clearly that RNAi is a 

suitable method to selectively annihilate 

transcripts of enzymes belonging to a 

distinct biosynthetic pathway. 

Author contributions:  
 

S.F. generated transcriptome libraries of 

P. cochleariae and performed research 

to a small proportion. 

R.R.B. and P.R. established RNAi 

approach in leaf beetle larvae and 

performed research on CpopSAO and 

PcTo-like. 

M.S. established and performed off-

target prediction and contributed to the 

interpretation of LC/MSE output data. 

M.K. designed GC/MS assays, 

synthesized standards and contributed 

to the interpretation of output data.  

N.W. performed LC/MSE analysis 

collected and contributed to 

interpretation of output data.  

W.B. and A.B. contributed substantially 

to the interpretation of all data.  

R.R.B., P.R. and A.B. wrote first draft of 

the manuscript and all authors 

contributed substantially to revisions. 
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4.4  MANUSCRIPT 4:  METAL IONS CONTROL PR ODUCT SPECIFICITY OF  ISOPRENYL 

DIPHOSPHATE SYNTHASE S IN THE INSECT TERP ENOID PATHWAY  

Sindy Frick, Raimund Nagel, Axel Schmidt, René R. Bodemann, Peter Rahfeld, Gerhard 

Pauls, Wolfgang Brandt, Jonathan Gershenzon, Wilhelm Boland and Antje Burse 

 

Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the United States of America (2013) 

 

Summary: 
 

The identification and intense 

characterization of an isoprenyl 

diphosphate synthase (PcIDS1) isolated 

from the juvenile leaf beetle 

Phaedon cochleariae is described. 

Profound studies of parameters, 

influencing the enzyme activity of 

PcIDS1, elucidated an undiscovered 

carbon chain-length determination 

mechanism. There, the product 

specificity of PcIDS1, concerning the 

chain-length of the final product, can be 

shifted depending on the present 

divalent metal co-factor. RNAi 

experiments targeting PcIDS1 revealed 

the participation of this enzyme in the 

de-novo biosynthesis of the defensive 

monoterpene chrysomelidial.  

Author contributions:  
 

S.F. designed and performed research, 

analyzed and interpreted data and 

wrote manuscript to a bigger part. 

R.N. and G.P. helped with HPLC MS/MS 

measurements  

R.R.B. performed RNAi injection and 

helped to collect samples. 

P.R. helped with size exclusion 

chromatography. 

W. Brandt designed and performed 

research of protein modeling and 

thermodynamic calculations and wrote 

the corresponding part of the paper. 

A.B., A.S., J.G. and W. Boland supervised 

the work and revised the manuscript  
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5 MANUSCRIPTS  
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5.1  MANUSCRIPT 1 

 

IM PLICATI ON OF  HMGR  IN  HOME OS TASIS OF SE QUES TE RED  AND  D E-NOV O  PROD UCE D  

PRECURSO RS  OF  THE  I R IDOID  BIOS YN THESIS  I N LE AF  BEE TLE L ARV AE  
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5.2  MANUSCRIPT 2 

 

ALW AYS  BEING  WELL PRE PARE D F OR DEFE NSE :  THE PRO DUCTIO N O F DE TE RRE NTS  

BY  J UVENILE  CHRYSOM ELINA  BEE TLES  (CH RY SOMELID AE) 
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5.3  MANUSCRIPT 3 

 

PRE CISE  RNAI-MEDI ATED  SILEN CING  O F  ME TABOLI CALLY  ACTI VE  PRO TEINS  IN  THE  

DEFENSE SE CRE TI ONS  OF J UVENILE  LE AF  BEE TLES  
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5.4  MANUSCRIPT 4 

 

METAL  IONS  CONTROL  PRODUCT  SPECIFICITY  OF  ISOPRENYL  

DIPHOSPHATE  SYNTHASES  IN  THE  INSECT  TERPENOID  PATHWAY 
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6 GENERAL DISCUSSION  

 In the published findings of my thesis I investigated important enzymes 

regarding the de-novo biosynthesis of iridoids in Chrysomelina larvae. The outcomes are 

discussed in detail in each manuscript. Therefore, I want to create an overview on the 

current state of research and discuss my findings in general concerning regulatory 

mechanisms of branch point enzymes within terpene biosynthesis. 

 The relevance of warfare between organisms is an important impulsion for the 

development of ingenious defense strategies. Plants for example were challenged during 

evolution to “fight” against herbivores. Thus, various phytochemicals, like phenolic 

glucosides or terpenoids, produced by plants are major constraints that can influence 

the feeding behavior of herbivores and were scrutinized by researchers since decades. 

Analogous to plant´s defenses, insects also developed robust physical attributes for 

defense, such as strong dermis but also chemicals, like alkaloids, phenolics, 

glucosinolates or terpenes. Due to the fact that plants developed phytochemicals to 

avoid feeding, herbivores had to deal with them. Specialists are not only in the position 

to live and feed on those plants; they are sometimes also able to incorporate these 

compounds in their own defense system. 

 Perfectly adapted to plants and their defensive chemicals are the Chrysomelidae. 

There are more than 37.000 described species subdivided into 19 subfamilies which are 

mostly phytophagous (154, 155). Especially, the subtribe Chrysomelina spends their 

entire lifetime on the leaf surface of the same plant. Hence, they are highly exposed to a 

multiplicity of predators like ants, spiders, birds and microorganisms (156). Particularly 

in larvae, a multitude of chemical defense strategies against their enemies developed 

during evolution (122, 132-135, 157-159). Within the subtribe Chrysomelina, three 

evolutionary related modes regarding biosynthesis of defensive compounds were 

postulated.  

1. De-novo biosynthesis of cyclopentanoic monoterpenes displays the ancestral 

strategy. This endogenous production of deterrents is independent from plant 

derived precursors (58, 119, 121, 130, 132, 135, 137-139, 141-145). 

2. Sequestration as a more evolved approach is found in Phratora vitellinae and the 

genus Chrysomela living on Salicaceae. They sequester plant-derived phenolic 
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glucosides present in Salicaceae as salicin and convert it within the defensive 

secretions to salicylaldehyd. (119, 121, 129, 130, 135, 151, 160, 161). 

3. The most evolved species is the interrupta group of the Chrysomela which 

exhibits a combination of the two previous described mechanisms. The larvae are 

able to sequester plant-derived phenolic glucosides and produce butyryl-ester 

with endogenously synthesized compounds (133-136). 

6.1  SEQUESTRATION -  OLD ENDOWMENT OR NEW  DEVELOPMENT  

 In the past, research revealed that classification of Chrysomelina in three distinct 

biosynthetic groups is not that strict. For instance, Plagiodera versicolora and various 

Phratora species except P. vitellinae live on salicaceous plants and do not sequester 

phenolic glucosides to incorporate them into their defensive secretions. They still 

produce cyclopentanoic iridoids de-novo (151, 162). Quite contrary observations are 

made for P. vitellinae which belongs phylogenetically to the group of de-novo producers. 

Besides the genus Chrysomela those larvae are also able to produce salicylaldehyde, 

even though they are not closely related. Older phylogenetic and biochemical analyzes 

favored the hypothesis of a convergent origin of salicin-based defense strategy (119, 

126, 130, 146). However, newer findings support the hypothesis that sequestration has 

a single origin. Genetic evaluations of the salicyl alcohol oxidase (SAO) of both species 

show that the enzyme is not recruited independently from the oxidase repertoire of the 

iridoid producers. Both enzymes seem to share a common ancestor in the GMC 

oxidoreductases multi-gene family (163, 164).  

 Even more fascinating are the results received from different feeding experiment 

with de-novo producer species. They clearly indicate that Phratora laticollis, 

Plagiodera versicolora, Phaedon cochleariae and Gastrophysa viridula are able to 

successfully sequester hydrolysis-resistant Ger-8-S-Glc as well as the naturally occurring 

Ger-8-O-Glc (130, 152, 153). Further feeding experiments with 13C-DOX pre-incubated 

plants were performed. This led to the production of labeled plant derived precursors 

via the MEP pathway. Larvae of Pl. versicolora and Prathora laticollis fed on these  

13C-plants clearly showed the uptake of 13C-labeled precursors due to detectable amount 

of 13C-iridoids in the secretions (139). In contrast, G. viridula and P. cochleariae 
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secretions contain no detectable 13C-labeled iridoids. Analyzes of the different host 

plants concerning the availability of related precursor displayed highly diverse 

terpenoid contents. The leaves of Salix fragilis and Populus canadensis contain small 

amounts of Ger-8-O-Glc, whereas the host plants of G. viridula and P. cochleariae do not. 

Anyway, also these larvae possess the ability to sequester, shown by feeding 

experiments with d5-Ger-8-O-Glc painted on host plants. After feeding, secretions 

contained a high amount of d5-labeled chrysomelidial (153)(Manuscript 2). 

Physiological analysis of transport mechanisms displayed that the uptake of plant 

derived glucosides by the gut epithelium into the hemolymph is non-selective. If 

mixtures of Ger-8-O-Glc and salicin had been present in the food, both of them could be 

detected in the hemolymph later on. Interestingly, the uptake of Ger-8-O-Glc was higher 

even in the salicin sequestering species C. populi. However, the import of the glucose 

precursors into the glandular system is highly specific! Injection experiments clearly 

showed that, if mixtures of glucosides had been present in the hemolymph, only the 

genuine precursors of the defensive compound were transported into the glands. It 

therefore seems likely, that the uptake of precursors is accomplished by glucose 

transport proteins. (130, 131, 152).  

 

 In total, these observations indicate common principles concerning chemical 

defense in all Chrysomelina larvae. 

i) All larvae represent a uniform architecture and morphology of the defensive 

system. 

ii) All larvae use glucosidically bound precursors for the biosynthesis of their 

defensive secretions. 

iii) All groups, even the ancestral beetles, possess the potential to sequester non-

specific plant derived glucosides from the gut epithelium into the hemolymph. 

iv) All larvae transport glucosidically bound precursors via the hemolymph to 

the glandular reservoir indicating a complex transport guided mechanism.  

v) All larvae show a highly selective and substrate specific transport into the 

glandular system.  

 Possessing transport mechanisms for sequestration of plant derived precursors 

opens the way to switch the biosynthetic strategy from de-novo production to 
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sequestration if appropriate substrates are available. While de-novo biosynthesis 

facilitates a host plant switch without losing defense, sequestration enables the larvae to 

save costs and energy and leads to increased fitness (130, 136, 152). Hence, 

identification of similarities in sequestration processes strongly implicate that the larvae 

may employ both, endogenous and exogenous pools of the iridoid precursors.  

 However, biosynthetic mechanisms highly depend on the need and supply of 

precursors. Therefore, the development of a regulatory system is indispensable to gain a 

benefit from plant derived substrates. Consequently, regulation mediated by plant-

derived precursors could then function as a switcher between different biosynthetic 

routes. 

6.2  REGULATION PROCESSES IN TERMS OF SEQUESTR ATION  

 To gain a benefit, geraniol, Ger-8-OH or Ger-8-O-Glc should display a regulatory 

impact on upstream processes of the biosynthesis of defensive secretions to save costs 

by the feedback inhibition of the whole pathway. HMGR seems therefore a good target. 

As key enzyme of the MVA pathway, it is strongly involved in the de-novo biosynthesis of 

defensive iridoids due to production of the early precursors IDP and DMADP (142, 

143)(Manuscript 1 and 2).  

Former localization studies of MVA derived compounds elucidated fundamental 

strategies in precursor production. An increased HMGR transcript abundance correlated 

to increased enzyme activity was only observed in the fat body tissue of de-novo 

producers (141). Another important enzyme of deterrent biosynthesis is a GDPS, due to 

the fact that Ger-8-O-Glc derives from the monoterpenoid precursor GDP. Similar results 

regarding product formation, transcript abundance and enzyme activity are obtained for 

a putative GDPS, which emphasize earlier findings that precursor production is located 

in the fat body tissue (141) (Manuscript 2 and 4). Additionally, this correlates with the 

identification of Ger-8-O-Glc in high amounts in the fat body tissue and hemolymph of  

de-novo producers (141) (manuscript 4). All together, these conclusively demonstrate 

that the early biosynthetic steps are located in the fat body and, therefore, regulatory 

processes should take place there. 
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REG UL ATO RY  IM PACT OF SE QUES TE RED  CO M PO UND S  ON KEY  ENZY ME HMGR 

HMGR is highly regulated on transcriptional, translational as well as on protein 

level (66). It is known that farnesol, farnesol derivatives or homologs can accelerate the 

degradation of HMGR (70, 165-170). Also an impact of mevalonate-derived  

non-sterols at translational level occurs (171). Furthermore, it was shown that geraniol 

can suppress HMGR activity by the down-regulation of transcription and translation 

(172). However, in insects HMGR regulation received only limited attention although it 

is highly important in the biosynthesis of the acyclic sesquiterpenoid JHs. Belles et al. 

already showed a positive transcriptional regulation of HMGR triggered by JH. 

Application of JH III to larvae of the bark beetles (Scolytidae) Ips pini, 

Dendroctonus jeffreyi and Ips paraconfusus causes a significant increase of HMGR 

transcript abundance and enzyme activity. This in turn corresponds to a higher 

pheromone production (173-180). Nevertheless, the regulatory mechanisms are not 

clarified yet.  

The capability to sequester, shown for de-novo producers, clearly forced us to 

analyze Ger-8-S-Glc, Ger-8-OH and geraniol for their regulatory impact. And indeed, 

HMGR activity in crude enzyme extracts of larval fat body from P. cochleariae indicates a 

50% inhibition by Ger-8-OH with a concentration of 2 mM. Furthermore, an inhibition of 

25- 35% was achieved by geraniol even though at a higher concentration of 5 mM. No 

detectable inhibition was perceived for Ger-8-S-Glc. The thioglucoside was used to 

prevent hydrolysis by β-glucosidases present in the crude extract (Manuscript 1 and 2).  

For profound understanding of regulatory mechanisms we further analyzed the 

influence of these compounds on the heterologous expressed catalytic domain of HMGR 

from P. cochleariae. Interestingly, an inhibition for the isolated catalytic domain was 

observed only for Ger-8-OH (Manuscript 1 and 2). This lack of inhibition by geraniol 

could be explained by at least two factors. First, the crude enzyme extract of the fat body 

tissue still contained the whole bunch of enzymes involved in the biosynthesis of  

Ger-8-O-Glc. Therefore, the oxidation of geraniol producing Ger-8-OH, by a suggested 

P450 enzyme, could occur in parallel and the inhibiting effect is caused indirectly via  

Ger-8-OH and not by geraniol. A second reason could be the truncated form of the 

overexpressed protein. HMGR possesses different domains which are subjected to 

various regulation mechanisms: For example, degradation associated with the 

membrane spanning domain (49, 181, 182) or activity loss due to phosphorylation of 
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the catalytic domain (183, 184). Consequently, due to truncation of the protein potential 

interacting motifs, like linker region or membrane spanning domain, might be absent 

and thus no inhibition by geraniol occurs.  

The ineffectiveness of Ger-8-O-Glc in both approaches seems not coherent with 

respect to analyzes of the host plant derived compounds. There, the glucoside was 

supposed to be the sequestered compound and therefore suggested as the main 

regulatory factor. But following the route of ingested plant material, it was revealed that 

not only Ger-8-O-Glc can reach the hemolymph and fat body cell, but also Ger-8-OH, 

produced by hydrolytically cleavage of the glucose moiety, can pass the gut barrier to 

attenuate HMGR activity. Furthermore, cleavage of Ger-8-O-Glc after uptake in the fat 

body cell or hemolymph may occur and lead to production of Ger-8-OH which in turn 

can regulate the HMGR (141, 153). However, until now only the influence on HMGR was 

analyzed but almost certainly it might be possible that regulation processes of other 

upstream enzymes are also present (Fig. 9 dotted lines). Regulation which works as a 

progressive feedback inhibition system might be conceivable. Therefore, Ger-8-O-Glc 

might be also influenced by the Glycosyltransferase. Ger-8-OH in turn can inhibit the  

P-450 oxygenase or the GDPS directly. This series of reactions can go further until the 

formation of GDP is selectively inhibited. Furthermore, taking into account where HMGR 

is localized within terpenoids biosynthesis it seems likely that a fast shut down could 

also affects other terpenoid pathways like JH production. Therefore, the calculated 

higher IC50 for Ger-8-OH of 1.2 mM, compared to the human IC50 of 28 nM, seems 

reasonable. Although this could be attributed to the truncation of the protein, I would 

suppose that HMGR has to have a high tolerance threshold regarding Ger-8-OH to ensure 

the refill of the reservoir expeditiously after loss of secretions. As already mentioned, we 

found enormous amounts of precursors in both, fat body tissue and hemolymph 

(Manuscript 1 and 4). This is not astonishing due to the huge quantities of secretions 

produced by the larvae even in very short time periods. Therefore, regulation of HMGR 

has to be clearly verified and an inhibition via Ger-8-OH at very low concentrations 

would make no sense. However, homology modeling and docking experiments of 

P. cochleariae HMGR emphasize our observations by considering Ger-8-OH as a possible 

competitive inhibitor. It appeared that the docking position of Ger-8-OH is almost 

identical to the binding position of HMG in the X-ray structure of human HMGR. The 

perfect fit of Ger-8-OH within the active center of HMGR clearly emphasizes the possible 
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regulatory impact as competitive inhibitor for the de-novo biosynthesis in P. cochleariae 

(Manuscript 1).  

 Concluding, Ger-8-OH can act as a competitive inhibitor at higher concentrations 

to down-regulate HMGR activity. Therefore, HMGR represents a regulatory element of 

the early biosynthesis of iridoids in maintaining homeostasis between de-novo produced 

and sequestered metabolites (Fig. 9). But it further seems reasonable that HMGR cannot 

be the only regulatory element. Hence, additional mechanisms may exist controlling 

exclusively the pathway for defensive secretions.  

Fig. 9 Biosynthesis of defensive secretions in the larvae of P. cochleariae 
considering regulatory mechanisms. 1, HMGR; 2, GDPS; 3, scIDS; 4, Phosphatase; 5, 
Cytochrome P-450 mixed function Oxygenase; 6, Glycosyltransferase; 7, β-D-Glucosidase; 
8, Oxidase; 9, Cyclase. Green arrows indicate the possibility of sequestration and the 
supposed regulatory route of sequestered compounds. Dotted red lines indicate possible 
inhibitory mechanisms. Red lines indicate the negative feedback inhibition of Ger-8-OH 
on HMGR (adapted from (58)).  
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6.3  RNA I-MEDIATED SILENCING TO IDENTIFY ENZYME CORRELATED TO 

DEFENSIVE SECRETIONS  

Interfering RNA (RNAi) has become a valuable research “tool” due to the highly selective 

induced suppression of specific genes of interest. Most research using RNAi was done to 

investigate developmental processes in insects. However, RNAi decreases transcript and 

protein levels and seems a suitable method to demonstrate and proof in-vivo relevance 

of specific enzymes for particular metabolic pathways (185-187).  

This technique was established for leaf beetle larvae because of two reasons. First, to 

identify enzymes involved in the biosynthesis of deterrent secretions even if  

in-vitro analyzes are not established yet. Second, it is used to demonstrate in-vivo 

relevance of target sequences, which are already identified and biochemically 

characterized in-vitro (Manuscript 3). Validation of this method was accomplished for a 

known SAO derived from C. populi (163, 164) (Manuscript 3). RNAi of SAO leads to 

accumulation of salicyl alcohol due to an interruption of the last oxidative step, normally 

producing salicyl aldehyde. Also, for the de-novo producer P. cochleariae the method was 

functionally investigated. Novel proteins were identified in the secretome of 

P. cochleariae which could be involved in the cyclisation reaction to form chrysomelidial. 

Knock down of a putative cyclase resulted in accumulation of non-cyclized 8-oxogeranial 

in addition to chrysomelidial (Manuscript 3). 

 RNAi experiments of PcIDS1 clearly demonstrated in-vivo relevance regarding 

defensive secretions. After a couple of days PcIDS1 knock down species developed a 

defenseless phenotype. Reduced transcript level and enzyme activity correspond to a 

significant reduction of Ger-8-O-Glc in the fat body tissue and hemolymph. An impact on 

the larval development was not observed; indicating that biosynthesis of JHs was not 

affected. This could be addressed to different reasons. One could be that PcIDS1 is not 

involved in JHs biosynthesis. Second, one could assume that RNAi is not equally efficient 

in all tissues. Significant reduction of transcripts was observed in fat body tissue, 

whereas in the head tissue apparently no silencing occurred. JH biosynthesis of insects is 

known to be located in the corpora allata (CA) a pair of small, compact glandular organs 

located behind the brain. Therefore, JH biosynthesis could remain unaffected if silencing 
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of PcIDS1 is insufficient in the CA. Anyway, the results indicate that PcIDS1 is involved in 

the biosynthesis of the deterrent compound chrysomelidial.  

 The consolidated view indicates that RNAi is a reliable method to provide new 

evidence for in-vivo relevance of newly discovered proteins and their allocation to a 

specific metabolic process (manuscript 3). 

6.4  ISOPRENYL DIPHOSPHATE  SYNTHASES CONTROL TERPENOID FL UXES  

 Due to the fact that HMGR produces very early terpenoid precursors, I 

additionally investigated another branch point enzyme of further downstream reactions. 

GDPS appeared to be a good candidate simply because Ger-8-O-Glc exclusively derives 

from GDP (142, 143). Further, I already showed that RNAi of PcIDS1 has an impact on 

the biosynthesis of chrysomelidial. Manuscript 4 additionally depicts a new opportunity 

to regulate scIDSs in general. I propose PcIDS1 as a very precisely regulated target 

within the biosynthesis of iridoids.  

 The condensation of allylic DMADP and homoallylic IDP to produce GDP is 

catalyzed by GDPS (102, 188, 189) belonging to the family of scIDSs. Whereas, FDPSs 

and GGDPSs occur nearly ubiquitously, GDPS was mainly described in plants and few 

insects until now (14). ScIDSs function as branch points within terpenoid biosynthesis 

due to synthesizing universal precursors with different chain-length for all classes of 

terpenes. Together with terpene synthases, scIDS play an important regulatory role in 

controlling the metabolic fluxes of different terpenoid pathways (1, 42, 47, 190). Insect 

isoprenoids are highly important for the production of e.g. JHs, sex pheromones or 

defensive compounds, like (E)-β-farnesene. Research regarding aphid sex pheromones 

(monoterpenoids) is highly investigated due to their economic importance as main 

insect pest of northern European agriculture. The first characterized pheromone is the 

cyclopentanoic monoterpenes nepetalactone from the vetch aphid Megura viciae (191). 

Among others, this importance of terpenes has promoted research on terpenoid 

biosynthesis to clarify the principal regulatory mechanisms of scIDSs.  

 Commonly, most scIDSs generate a single product (192). However, some enzymes 

identified so far are promiscuous and produce intermediates of different chain-length. 

For instance, GDPS of Phalaenopsis bellina (PbGDPS) (193) or Picea abies (PaIDS1)(194) 
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produce next to GDP also FDP or GGDP, respectively. In insects, only few GDPSs are 

identified whereas most of them are poorly characterized (82). Strikingly, most of them 

show promiscuity and form FDP next to GDP. Conspicuously in this context, plants 

possess a huge number of genes encoding for different scIDSs, at least 15 are known in 

Arbidopsis thaliana (192), whereas insects only possess a few, e.g. three in Bombyx mori 

(195). This phenomenon of bi-functionality may compensate the disparity of the 

numbers of scIDSs by generating different chain-lengths with only one enzyme. 

 Also, the larvae of P. cochleariae possess at least two scIDSs whereof one of them 

(PcIDS1) could be isolated and characterized profoundly. Thus, I was able to observe an 

efficient and up to now not-described mechanism of regulation. There, the divalent 

metal co-factors regulate the final chain-length of the PcIDS1 product. The recombinant 

protein produces either GDP or FDP depending on the co-factor provided. However, this 

has to be precisely regulated to provide the appropriate precursor, needed for different 

terpenoid pathways. Especially in P. cochleariae, regulation concerning product 

formation is important to clearly define which metabolic pathway is served by the 

enzyme. The immense amount of GDP, needed for de-novo production, has to be 

allocated fast, highly specific and in large quantities. However, at the same time 

biosynthesis of FDP derived compounds have to be secured and should not suffer from 

the enormous GDP consuming pathway due to the usage of the same MVA derived 

intermediates IDP and DMADP. 

6.4.1  REGULATIO N  OF  PR OD U CT SP ECIF IC ITY OF PCIDS1  B Y TH E  ME TAL C OF AC TO R  

 Understanding the mechanism of chain-length determination in IDSs has been a 

challenge for many researchers since decades. By analyzing substrate and product 

specificity of isolated IDSs a lot has been learned about active site features that restrict 

product length. Typically, IDSs have a specific product and substrate spectrum 

determined by the deepness of the hydrophobic pocket of the active center. Amino acid 

residues, mainly located in proximity of the FARM region, define the pocket size. The 

residues simply cause a steric hindrance in the cavity which accommodates the growing 

carbon chain (Fig, (1, 40, 47, 80, 81, 94, 196). The increasing numbers of identified IDSs 

also gain new knowledge concerning chain-length determination factors besides simple 
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steric hindrance. For instance, purified long chain IDSs requires phospholipids or 

detergents for efficient turnover. However, the stimulatory effect seems to be enzyme-

dependent. Furthermore, these detergents affect not only enzyme activity, but also 

product specificity by influencing the final chain-length (197). Alterations of enzymatic 

activity in case of different metal co-factors are also observed. Literature declares Mg2+ 

as the common co-factor for IDSs but also Mn2+, Zn2+, Ni2+ and Co2+ confer enzyme 

activity (86, 87) in plants (e.g. Abies grandis (88)) or in insects (Myzus persicae (80) or 

Choristoneura fumiferana (84)). However, these examples show no alteration in chain-

length besides the impact on general enzyme activity. This is in contrast to some older 

observation of long chain IDSs isolated from microbes which produce a variety of 

polyprenyl products. In the presence of Co2+ or Mn2+, polyprenyl diphosphate synthases 

still produced multi-products in which the longest chain shifted to one or two C5 units 

longer products compared to those formed with Mg2+ (110). 

 In our case, PcIDS1 shows a highly adjustable and co-factor mediated product 

pattern switch. Surprisingly, the promiscuous enzyme produces nearly exclusively GDP 

(95%) if Co2+ was used as co-factor, whereas in case of Mg2+ mainly FDP (82%) was 

observed (Manuscript 4). Profound analyzes of kinetic parameters display the 

biochemical relevance of this regulation. The calculated km values for the different 

substrates in matters of the metal co-factors go ahead with known literature values. In 

case of Mg2+ the preferred substrate is GDP, whereas in case of Co2+ the Km for DMADP 

was lower than for GDP. These results are re-emphasized by the calculated enzyme 

activity. If DMADP was used in combination with Mg2+, PcIDS1 showed a reduced FDP 

forming activity compared to the values obtained with the allylic precursor GDP. The 

contrary was observed if Co2+ was present as co-factor. There, the highest activity was 

achieved with DMADP resulting in GDP formation, whereas GDP as substrate resulted in 

a significantly decreased FDP formation (Manuscript 4).  

 Emphasizing the regulatory possibility of HMGR activity by host plant derived 

compounds; this was also proven for PcIDS1. Admittedly, this does not lead to any 

detectable influences (unpublished data). However, the observed influence on product 

specificity mediated by metal co-factors displays an even more specific regulatory 

process. Here, the flux control is highly independent from negative feedback inhibition 

mediated by precursors which furthermore was not specific for deterrent production in 

case of HMGR.  
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 While searching for enzymes evolved for the specific isoprenoid biosynthesis, we 

rather found one enzyme developed for serving several terpenoid pathways by 

occupying switchable product specificity. The regulation, simply by use of different  

co-factors, enables the larvae of the leaf beetles to supply precursors for at least two 

different pathways. GDP is needed as precursor for defensive secretions and, therefore, 

used for monoterpenoid metabolism and FDP for the sesquiterpenoid pathway to 

synthesize e.g. JH. 

6.4.2  PREDICTION  OF  F UNC TIO N  AN D PRO DUC T S PEC IFIC I T Y OF  IDS 

Functional annotation is highly important to get usable information out of thousands of 

new sequences. It is the first hint for which kind of protein the sequence could code for. 

Assigning function, especially concrete product profiles to biochemically unknown IDSs, 

is in the main focus of recent research. Recently, Wallrapp et al. described a large-scale 

bioinformatics study on over 5,000 putative IDSs. They further biochemically 

characterized the product specificity of 79 members and determined structures by 

crystallization for some of these enzymes. Finally, they showed that a specific chain-

length was predicted for 63.2% of the functional annotated IDSs. However, these 

predictions based on pure sequence homology and, therefore, the prognosticated chain-

length are often incorrect. Taking into account that only 125 sequences out of over 5,000 

have been biochemically characterized, it seems likely that not all determining 

mechanisms are uncovered yet (94). Therefore, the common idea of the “molecular 

ruler”-mechanism for chain-length determination might be incomplete due to still 

unknown factors.  

 The bi-functionality of some IDSs challenges researchers additionally to annotate 

the correct functionality. Promiscuity arouses in-vitro by different buffer components, 

substrates ratios of IDP/allylic precursor or co-factors (80, 81, 85, 108, 110, 197-201) 

(Manuscript 4). This raised the question regarding the determining factors regulating 

the adjustable functionality. Wallrapp et al. showed, mainly bioinformatically proposed, 

that steric hindrance mediated by defined residues within the conserved domains 

causes chain-length specificity. However, they also clearly depict that the 

products/intermediates itself occupy the ability to force residues to move out of the 
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ligands way. Consequently, residues located in the neighborhood of the catalytic cavity 

can finally determine the chain-length (94). Moreover, newer findings emphasize that 

also the dimer interface and, thereby, amino acid residues from the associated monomer 

influence product chain-length (94, 98, 107).  

 How metal ions modify the product range of PcIDS1 is still under investigation. 

Without profound biochemical experiments, important findings like the influence of 

metal ions on product formation as a novel “control element” would not have been 

discovered. Therefore, experimental settings should always include biochemical and 

bioinformatical approaches. 

6.4.3  CATALYTIC  PR OMISCU ITY -  EVO LU TIO N OF  ME TAB O LIC  DIVERS I TY  

As already mentioned, up to date more than 55.000 structures have been identified 

belonging to the group of terpenes (1). But, considering the abundance of terpenoid 

products this can only be the tip of an iceberg. The huge variety of the terpenome 

derives from different modifications of a small amount of common backbone structures. 

The genome, transcriptome and metabolome data revealed that the number of 

compounds exceed by far the number of possible genes and proteins which have to be 

involved in their biosynthesis. Even if regulatory mechanisms, like different reading 

frames, alternative splicing and post-translational modification, are taken into account, 

the system of one protein-one product seems not feasible! In the last years, lots of 

proteins have been identified which show promiscuity regarding their substrate and 

product specificity. Astonishing examples can be found in the biosynthesis of 

sesquiterpenes, probably the most complex reactions in biology. MtTPS5, a terpene 

synthases isolated from Medicaco truncatula, displays a product spectrum of at least  

27 different compounds in in-vitro analyzes. Those all derive from FDP, 17 are definitely 

sesquiterpenes and 10 are sesquiterpene alcohols. Comparative studies of in-vivo and  

in-vitro data show differences in some extend concerning the product profile of both 

approaches. This indicates possible regulatory mechanisms taking place on the protein 

level (202, 203). MtTPS5 also shows divalent metal co-factor dependent product 

specificity. If Mn2+ was used instead of Mg2+, the product pattern shifted into the 

direction of the terpene alcohols. More precisely, with Mg2+ 32% of overall products are 
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terpene alcohols and in case of Mn2+ over 69%. An almost similar effect was observed 

for the amorphadiene synthase from Artemisia annua, converting FDP mainly into 

amorpha-4,11-diene next to other compounds like terpene alcohols. Here, terpene 

alcohols are drastically increased in case of Mn2+ or Co2+ compared to Mg2+ (204). There 

are more examples known within terpenoid synthases own a co-factor mediated 

product specificity (110, 205, 206). However, the mechanism behind this reaction 

determination is not understood yet. But it seems likely that, besides the different 

calculated affinities, also the varying atomic radii of the metal ions do have an impact. 

They probably change spatial structures of the enzyme or the substrates position within 

the active pocket. These influences can result, for example, in altered steric hindrance 

with different interacting residues, which in turn prevents or allows the additional 

condensation of a further C5 unit and hence promote the production of GDP or FDP 

(Manuscript 4). Some researchers suggest that the metal ions influence the transmission 

of protons to the intermediate. But, influences on the geometry of the internal 

coordination of all reaction partners as well as alterations of the quaternary protein 

structure are also conceivable (207) (Manuscript 4).  

 In my opinion, these examples clearly support the hypothesis that increasing 

metabolome diversity does not simply correlates with an increase of the numbers of 

genes or proteins. Rather, it is associated with an increase of “unspecific” enzyme 

activity finally resulting in promiscuous enzymes which indeed elevate metabolic 

diversity. External stimuli, like pH, temperature, co-factors or substrates availability, 

channeling the promiscuous activity to receive the specific enzyme activity needed to 

produce distinct products. The combination of highly adjustable enzymes, regulated by 

various parameters, leads to the enormous variety of different product specificities. 

Therefore, promiscuous activities of enzymes provide the opportunity for the 

development of new biosynthetic pathways and therefore, promote the evolution of 

organisms.  
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7 FUTURE PERSPECTIVES  

 Considering the fact that controlling mechanisms of terpenoid biosynthesis in 

insects are not well understood, the achieved results clearly promote profound 

knowledge of possible regulatory processes. 

 When I started with my thesis nearly no data concerning enzymes involved in 

monoterpene biosynthesis in Phaedon cochleariae were available. Therefore, we 

established, besides other approaches, transcriptome data from a variety of 

Chrysomelina larvae in order to identify new key enzymes of deterrent biosynthesis. 

Due to highly diverse protein spectra that furthermore possess diverse product and 

substrate specificity, we were forced to investigate new methods like RNAi to determine 

metabolic affiliation. The findings of enzymatic analysis regarding HMGR and PcIDS1 

broadened not only the knowledge concerning deterrent biosynthesis, but also display 

newly-discovered processes supporting the hypothesis of the origin of metabolic 

diversity. Especially, how the huge variety of the terpenome might be enabled and 

specifically regulated. However, to proof our suggestions and to uncover further defined 

regulatory mechanisms we actually need more data. Therefore, I would like to depict 

some future projects supported by already obtained data. 

7.1  EVALUATION OF  THE MECHANISM OF METAL CO-FACTOR  MEDIATED PRODUCT 

SPECIFICITY  

 A high quality homology model of PcIDS1 with IDP and GDP implemented in the 

active site was already generated. Comparative studies concerning Mg2+ and Co2+ as co-

factors using molecular dynamic simulations and energy minimization revealed small 

but significant changes. The analysis of the active site, in complex with Mg2+, displays 

GDP proper bound to the hydrophobic residues. There, GDP is located already near the 

bottom of the binding pocket, generated by Asparagine (N) 244 and Methionine (M) 178. 

For Co2+ essential changes in the conformation of the diphosphate moiety as well as 

movement of GDP deeper into the binding pocket were observed. Hence, movement of 

GDP closer to the bottom results in a steric conflict with N244 and partly with M178 

(Fig. 10) (unpublished data). 
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Fig. 10: Comparison of GDP located in PcIDS1 with different metal co-factors. Mg2+ 
ions (green balls and green prenyl chain) and Co2+ (dotted balls and magenta prenyl 
chain) are fitted into the homology model of PcIDS1. The larger van der Waals radius of 
Co2+ (1.73 Å) in comparison to Mg2+ (0.96 Å) causes movement of GDP deeper into the 
binding pocket. The possible steric conflict with N244 and partly M178 in turn causes 
repulsion, indicated by the dotted spheres.  

 

It can be suggested, that rearrangements occur due to the bigger van der Waals radius of 

Co2+ (1.73 Å) compared to that of Mg2+ (0.96 Å.). The allocation of GDP in turn prevents 

the Co2+-bound enzyme to add an additional IDP unit to form FDP and, therefore, 

promotes the release of GDP.  

7.2  ANALYSIS OF MUTANTS TO IDENTIFY CHAIN -LENGTH DETERMINATION  

FACTORS  

 A widely-used method to characterize enzyme specificity is the biochemical 

analysis of mutants. Therefore, bioinformatics data of well characterized scIDSs were 

already compiled. Furthermore, we analysed sequence data and X-ray structures and 

compared them with PcIDS1. Concluding this analysis, I want to suggest which amino 
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acid residues might be important for co-factor binding, substrate positioning and 

product specificity. The outcome of this comprehensive analysis will be used to design 

different mutants of PcIDS1 and to proof the hypothesis of steric hindrance due to a shift 

of GDP. A first trial with a double mutant of PcIDS1 were both amino acids, N244 and 

M178, are mutated to the short amino acid alanine (A), already achieved surprising 

results concerning chain-length determination (Fig. 11) (unpublished data). After 

abolishment of steric hindrance caused by N244 and M178 the expected product of 

PcIDS1 was FDP. However, the mutated enzyme produced mainly GDP independently of 

the co-factor (Mg2+ or Co2+). 

 

 
Fig. 11: Enzyme activity of double mutant PcIDS1 and wt PcIDS1 dependent on the 
metal co-factor Co2+ or Mg2+. A) Structures of amino acids are shown which were 
mutated in the double mutant of PcIDS1. B) Specific enzyme activity of wt-PcIDS1 
compared to double mutant PcIDS1 concerning the influence of metal co-factor on 
product specificity. 

 

 How does this result match with our hypothesis? If the whole dimer structure is 

considered for explanation, it will match. Both amino acids, N244 and M178, seem to 

provide enough space within the active cavity, for either GDP or FDP production 

depending on the co-factor. Nevertheless, it seems that the replacements of both 

residues by the smaller alanine do not provide additional space. Apparently, quite the 

contrary happened in the mutated PcIDS1. Analysis of the dimer structure gives the 

impression that N244 and M178 keep residues from the interacting monomer at a 

defined distance. The mutation to N244A and M178A in turn enables contiguous 

residues from the other monomer to move closer and, thereby, narrows the catalytic 

cavity (Fig. 12). Consequently, only GDP as product fits in the remaining space, 

A) B) 
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attributed to the even greater steric hindrance of the amino acids from the contiguous 

monomer. Accordingly, non-active site residues are now directly responsible for product 

specificity in determining the final chain-length independently from metal co-factors 

(unpublished results). However, if this is the final explanation this has to be investigated 

by other mutants as well (in preparation). 

 
Fig. 12: Insight view on the dimer interface of PcIDS1 with regard to amino acids 
contributing to the catalytic cavity.  IDP (light green) and GDP (green) are illustrated. 
Blue helices display one monomer and gray the contributing monomer.  Residues colored 
in pink and indicated with an arrow represent amino acids which arouse the steric 
conflict in the corresponding monomer by the use of Co2+ as co-factor. Residues colored 
in red represent putative interacting amino acids from the adjacent monomer which 
arouses a potential steric conflict after the mutations of M178A and N244A. 

7.3  IDENTIFICATION OF SCIDS  IN CHRYSOMELINA LARVAE AND OTHER INSECTS  

 Aphids, coleopterans and lepidopterans are known to possess up to three scIDS 

(78, 80, 83, 195, 208). To investigate the impact of this newly identified regulatory 

mechanism of PcIDS1 it is highly important to characterize other scIDS as well. I already 

identified homologous sequences, functionally annotated as FDPS, within the 

Chrysomelina species P. cochleariae (one additional), C. populi (two in total) and 

C. lapponica (two in total). Furthermore, I tried to determine the product specificity of 

enzymes isolated from other insects like aphids, Lepidoptera or Hymenoptera. The 

biochemical characterization is currently under investigation. Certainly, first results 
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show that some scIDSs, isolated from other leaf beetle larvae, are also able to switch 

product specificity e.g. C. lapponica. Whereas, the results obtained from Hymenoptera 

are contrary. Here, the product pattern seems stable and scIDS produces FDP with both 

co-factors Co2+ or Mg2+ (unpublished data).  

 Nevertheless, for a final decision these observations have to be reproduced and 

investigated in more detail. But taking these results into account and comparing them 

with the analysis of the mutants, the findings will definitely increase the knowledge of 

the chain-length determination mechanism.  

7.4  CO-LOCALIZATION OF PCIDS1  AND METAL CO-FACTORS IN P.  COCHLEARIAE  

 The accumulation of metals is often reported for specialized plant species living 

on soil polluted or infiltrated with high concentrations of metals. In connection with 

research concerning phytoremediation, where plants are used to remove metals from 

soil, analyses of metal distribution and transportation in plants were performed. Since 

this research field in insects is not as well investigated as for plants, it is difficult to 

identify exceptional elevated levels of trace metals. Some publications dealing with 

resistance and accumulation of metals in insects, feeding on hyper-accumulating plants 

or contaminated soil, indicate how heavy metals might be distributed in insects (209-

212). I was able to observe an overall availability of the metal ions Mg2+, Co2+ and Mn2+ 

in the larval tissue as well as in the host plant Armoracia rusticana (horseradish) 

(Manuscript 4). However, this does not give a clear evidence for the discrete local 

distribution of the metals within the tissue or cells. An intriguing question which has to 

be answered is: Do we find a correlation between local distribution of PcIDS1 and the 

metal co-factors such as Mg2+ and Co2+/Mn2+? The investigation of such relationships 

can be achieved by the combination of different high resolution analysis. On one hand, 

the local distribution of PcIDS1 has to be determined by using specific antibodies. On the 

other hand, the accumulation of different metal ions has to be examined by using  

e.g. NanoSIMS or microPIXE technology (211, 213-215). NanoSIMS is a unique ion 

microprobe optimized Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS) analysis which allows, 

with 50 nm lateral resolution, imaging and quantification of trace elements. Particle-

induced X-ray emission (PIXE) is a non-destructive method to determine the elemental 

composition of samples. There, metals are exposed to an ion beam and resulting 
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interactions give off electromagnetic (EM) radiation. The wavelengths are highly specific 

for each element. A tightly focused beam down to 1 μm will achieve the capability of 

microscopic analysis of trace element localisation. Comparing the results of both 

approaches should generate a defined picture of distinct local distribution and 

accumulation of PcIDS1 and the corresponding metal co-factor. 

7.5  IDENTIFICA TION OF COBALT TRANSPORTERS IN CHRYSOMELINA  

 Cobalt was shown to be a regulatory co-factor in terpenoid biosynthesis. It is less 

frequently encountered in metalloenzymes than iron, manganese or zinc. However, it is 

also known as an important co-factor in almost all living organisms, for example in 

vitamin B12-dependent enzymes or methionine aminopeptidase or glucose isomerase 

(216, 217). However, like all redox-active metal ions Co2+ is highly toxic at elevated 

intracellular concentration. Intoxication is associated with various diseases in humans 

such as contact dermatitis, pneumonia, allergic asthma and lung cancer (218). Toxicity 

mainly arises from its competition with the regular metal ions of the enzymes. Binding 

of Co2+ instead of the physiologically correct metal ion can thereby inhibit proper 

enzyme functions.  

 However, to gain access to metals, they have to be specifically transported into 

the cells/compartment where it is needed. To balance the need for Co2+ with its intrinsic 

toxicity, nature had to developed distinct trafficking systems to maintain metal 

homeostasis (219). However, it is known that cation transporters often possess a 

broader substrate spectrum for different ions. Therefore, I assume a specialized 

transport system involved in Co2+/Mn2+ transfer and homeostasis. In the transcriptome 

of P. cochleariae, I have identified a putative transport protein (unpublished data) 

showing high similarity to the cobalt uptake protein Cot 1 of Saccharomyces cerevisiae 

(220). Sequence similarity and conserved domain analyzes display motifs of the 

Superfamily cl00316 defined as cation efflux family. These proteins are thought to be 

involved in ion transport and metabolism. Members of this family are integral 

membrane proteins that increase the tolerance to divalent metal ions such as cobalt, 

cadmium and zinc. These findings enforce the possibility of Co2+ as a relevant co-factor 

regulating terpenoid biosynthesis.  
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8 SUMMARY  

 Chrysomelina larvae possess a sophisticated strategy in terms of chemical 

defense eminently adapted to their natural habitat. In case of predatory attack, the 

deterrent secretions are released from dorsal thoracic and abdominal glands. The source 

of the deterrent compound for this ingenious mechanism depends on different 

biosynthetic strategies and subdivides the Chrysomelina in three different groups. The 

ancestral strategy represents the de-novo production of iridoids. Species belonging to 

this group e.g. Phaedon cochleariae and Gastrophysa viridula produce the deterrent 

compound independently of host plant derived precursors. More evolved species of the 

Chrysomela as well as Phratora vitellinae use the approach of sequestering phenol 

glucosides to produce salicylaldehyde. Based on the precursor salicin, this defense 

strategy is highly adapted to the secondary metabolites of the salicaceous plant which 

restricts the larvae in their forage. The third group is represented by several species of 

the interrupta-group belonging to the genus Chrysomela. They exhibit a combined 

biosynthetic strategy by using de-novo produced and phytogenic derived precursors to 

generate butyrate-esters as defensive compounds. Irrespective of different deterrent 

substances, the defensive systems of all groups exhibit per se a uniform architecture and 

morphology. Together with the self-contained biosynthesis of these compounds, the 

Chrysomelina larvae represent an excellent system to analyze regulatory processes as 

well as uncover evolutionary relationships regarding the defensive system.  

 In the present thesis, I identified and characterized enzymes essentially involved 

in the de-novo biosynthesis of the defensive compound Chrysomelidial of P. cochleariae.  

8.1  REGULATION OF  THE DE-NOVO BIOSYNTHESIS ME DIATED BY HMGR  

INHIBITION  

Former feeding experiments with Ger-8-S-Glc and d5-Ger-8-O-Glc clearly displayed that 

even de-novo producers are able to sequester precursors and incorporate them in the 

defensive secretions. This in turn implies the existence of regulatory mechanisms within 

de-novo biosynthesis to gain a benefit from sequestration. Therefore, geraniol, Ger-8-OH 

and Ger-8-S-Glc were tested regarding their regulatory impact on HMGR of 

P. cochleariae (PcHMGR), one of the key enzymes within de-novo biosynthesis. Enzyme 
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assays with raw enzyme extract from fat body tissue display a strong inhibition of 

PcHMGR by Ger-8-OH. The same result was obtained by using the heterologously 

expressed catalytic domain of PcHMGR. Profound docking analysis on the basis of a high 

quality model of PcHMGR re-emphasized our observations. The most preferred docking 

arrangement of Ger-8-OH appeared to be almost identical to the binding site of the 

natural substrate HMG. This in turn defined Ger-8-OH as competitive inhibitor for 

PcHMGR and to regulate terpenoid biosynthesis via feedback inhibition.  

 Altogether, it can be noted that PcHMGR represents an excellent target to 

regulate terpenoid biosynthesis and to mediate the homeostasis between de-novo 

produced and sequestered precursors. The ability of de-novo production promotes, in an 

evolutionary view, host plant switches without losing chemical defense. Consequently, 

new host plant species which might produce suitable precursors to sequester could be 

colonized. Therefore, regulation of de-novo biosynthesis and sequestration offers the 

larvae the possibility to adjust deterrent production via feedback inhibition on given 

biosynthetic demands. Sequestration enables a switch from an endogenous strategy to 

an energy saving tactic to decrease metabolic costs and to gain a benefit without 

developing new enzymes or mechanisms in comparison to the general de-novo 

production. 

 However, as a general control element PcHMGR seems to be not selectively 

enough to specifically regulate deterrent biosynthesis. Given the circumstance that all 

terpenes are built up from the same precursors IDP and DMADP, provided by the 

mevalonate pathway, it is assumable that feedback inhibition of PcHMGR also  

down-regulates other terpenoid pathways, like juvenile hormone biosynthesis. 

Therefore, more specific regulatory mechanisms have to be available to control and 

channel precursor production for different terpenoid fluxes within the larval 

metabolism 

8.2  CO-FACTOR MEDIATED PRODUCT SPECIFICITY OF PCIDS1 

 To ensure a highly efficient Chrysomelidial production, common as well as more 

selective regulatory processes within terpenoid biosynthesis are indispensable. 

Precursors for different terpenoid pathways need to be channeled to regulate the 

terpenoid metabolism on demand. Consequently, the influence of further downstream 
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processes, specifically involved in Chrysomelidial production, might be a more precise 

regulatory target. Therefore, I identified and characterized a short-chain isoprenyl 

diphosphate synthase (scIDS) which catalyzes the production of terpenoid precursors. 

Besides terpene synthases IDSs are one of the most important branch points within 

terpenoid biosynthesis to regulate the huge variety of the terpenome. 

 RNAi, targeting the identified scIDS from P. cochleariae (PcIDS1), revealed direct 

participation of this enzyme in terpenoid biosynthesis due to a significant reduction of 

Ger-8-O-Glc as well as of defensive secretions. Enzymatic analysis of RNAi treated larvae 

simultaneously revealed a significant reduction of GDPS activity in the fat body tissue. 

 Interestingly, heterologously expressed PcIDS1 possesses a promiscuous enzyme 

activity adjustable by external factors. Divalent metal ions, indispensable for enzyme 

activity, influence the product pattern significantly. If Mg2+ as co-factor and DMADP as 

substrate were used, a moderate FDP forming activity was observed. While providing 

GDP as allylic substrate a significantly higher FDPS activity was revealed. Astonishingly, 

product specificity of PcIDS1 was shifted to an excellent GDPS activity when Co2+ was 

present as co-factor together with DMADP as substrate. Furthermore, several 

experiments clearly indicated that Co2+ dominates Mg2+ and binds with a higher affinity 

to PcIDS1 even if Mg2+ is more than 1.000 times higher concentrated. 

 Kinetic data of PcIDS1 in matters of the influence of Mg2+ and Co2+ show a 

significant shift regarding substrate affinity. The parameters substantiate our previous 

observations that the enzyme preferred DMADP as allylic substrate if Co2+ was given due 

to the lower Km compared to GDP. Additionally, in the same experimental design we 

observed substrate inhibition of PcIDS1 for IDP with a Ki[sub] of 46.62 µM. It can be 

assumed that substrate inhibition is a further biologically relevant mechanism 

concerning self-regulation of PcIDS1 (221). This ensures that PcIDS1 does not extract 

undue quantities of IDP from the system, which in turn decreases DMADP and thereby 

destabilizes homeostasis. However, this effect was only observed in the combination of 

Co2+ and DMADP. Kinetic data of PcIDS1 in combination with Mg2+ clearly show that GDP 

is the preferred allylic substrate. Measured data for DMADP resulted in a biphasic curve 

and did not allow a Km calculation. An explanation could be that initially DMADP reacts 

with IDP to produce GDP, whereas in a subsequent reaction GDP competes with DMADP 

for binding at PcIDS1. But due to the higher binding affinity, in combination with Mg2+, 

GDP will bind to PcIDS1 leading to the production of FDP. 
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 The minimum equilibrium constant is at least 1028-fold higher for Co2+ than for 

Mg2+. Even if solvation effects may reduce the magnitude of this difference it still would 

be higher for Co2+ than for Mg2+. In addition, quantum mechanical calculations, gas phase 

calculations as well as docking studies clearly emphasize that Co2+ compared to Mg2+ 

exhibits the significant higher binding affinity to both substrates and PcIDS1.  

 The discovery of metal dependent product specificity of PcIDS1 revealed a new 

type of metabolic regulation. In contrast to inventing new proteins or using alternative 

splicing to broaden enzyme spectra, co-factor mediated product specificity allows the 

highly selective control of metabolic fluxes by only one single enzyme (Fig. 13).  

 

 

Fig. 13: Regulation of terpenoid pathways by metal co-factors. PcIDS1 alters product 
specificity dependent on the present metal co-factor. If Co2+ is used as co-factor PcIDS1 
will prefer IDP and DMADP as substrate and produce the C10 compound GDP which is the 
precursor for chrysomelidial production. With Mg2+ as co-factor PcIDS1 favors IDP and 
GDP to form FDP the C15 backbone of sesquiterpenes which are involved for example in 
the biosynthesis of juvenile hormones. (modified by (222)) 
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9 ZUSAMMENFASSUNG  

 Larven des Subtribus Chrysomelina besitzen eine faszinierende, spezifisch an 

ihre Umwelt angepasste chemische Verteidigungsstrategie. Im Falle eines Angriffes von 

potentiellen Fraßfeinden setzen die Larven aus dorsalen Drüsen ein abschreckendes 

Wehrsekret frei. Aufgrund der ausgeklügelten Strategien der Wehrchemiebiosynthese 

werden die Chrysomelina-Larven in drei Gruppen unterteilen. Die basale Strategie 

basiert im Wesentlichen auf der wirtspflanzenunabhängigen de-novo-Biosynthese von 

Iridoiden, welche unter anderem bei Phaedon cochleariae und Gastrophysa viridula zu 

finden ist. Hiervon abgeleitete Arten, wie z.B. Chrysomela populi, nutzen hingegen die 

energetisch günstigere, jedoch wirtspflanzenabhängige Strategie der Sequestrierung von 

phenolischen Glukosiden. Hierbei wird die Vorstufe Salicin über die Nahrung 

aufgenommen und effizient im Drüsenreservoir zu Salicylaldehyd umgebaut. Die 

Wehrchemie ist somit stark an die Sekundärmetabolite der Pflanze angepasst und 

beschränkt die Larven in ihrem Lebensraum auf salicinhaltige Wirtspflanzen. Als dritte 

Strategie weist die sogenannte interrupta-Gruppe der Gattung Chrysomela eine 

Mischform aus de-novo-Produktion und Sequestrierung auf. Diese Larven sequestrieren 

glukosidisch gebundene Vorstufen und verestern diese mit de-novo-produzierten 

Aminosäure-Derivaten zu Butyrat-Estern. Trotz unterschiedlicher Zusammensetzung 

des Wehrsekretes weisen die Larven einen hohen Grad an Übereinstimmung 

hinsichtlich des morphologischen Aufbaus des Verteidigungsapparates auf. In 

Kombination mit der in sich abgeschlossenen Biosynthese stellen die Chrysomelina 

Larven daher ein einzigartiges Untersuchungsobjekt dar. Hierdurch können gezielt 

regulative Prozesse innerhalb der Wehrsekretbiosynthese als auch evolutionäre 

Zusammenhänge der chemischen Verteidigung untersucht werden.  

 In der vorliegenden Arbeit wurden regulatorische Enzyme, involviert in die 

de-novo-Synthese von Chrysomelidial, bei Phaedon cochleariae identifiziert und 

eingehend biochemisch charakterisiert  
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9.1  REGULATION DER DE-NOVO-BIOSYNTHESE MITTELS INHIBIERUNG DER 

HMGR 

 Vorangegangene Fütterungsexperimente mit Ger-8-S-Glc und d5-Ger-8-O-Glc 

zeigten eindeutig die Aufnahme bzw. den Einbau dieser Vorstufen in das Wehrsekret 

und belegen, dass bereits in der basalen Gruppe der de-novo-Produzenten die Fähigkeit 

der Sequestrierung angelegt ist (58, 153). Diese Beobachtungen implizieren jedoch, dass 

innerhalb der de-novo-Biosynthese regulative Elemente vorhanden sein müssen, um aus 

sequestrierten Vorstufen einen energetischen Nutzen zu ziehen.  

 Es wurde daher der regulative Einfluss von Ger-8-S-Glc, Ger-8-OH und Geraniol 

auf die HMGR von P. cochleariae (PcHMGR) untersucht, welches eines der 

Schlüsselenzyme innerhalb der Iridoid-Biosynthese darstellt. Dabei zeigte sich für Ger-

8-OH eine inhibierende Wirkung auf PcHMGR im Rohenzymextrakt des 

Fettkörpergewebes, der Hauptsyntheseort der Wehrsekretvorstufen. Im vergleichenden 

Experiment mit der rekombinant hergestellten katalytischen Domäne von PcHMGR 

konnte die regulative Interaktion ebenfalls gezeigt werden. Diese Ergebnisse wurden 

zudem durch Docking-Studien mit Ger-8-OH an dem homologen Modell von PcHMGR 

unterstützt. Hierbei zeigte sich, dass Ger-8-OH ähnlich wie das natürliche Substrat HMG 

an das katalytische Zentrum bindet und dabei als kompetitiver Inhibitor fungiert.  

 Im Gesamtbild lässt sich daher festhalten, dass HMGR von P. cochleariae bei der 

Homöostase zwischen de-novo-produzierten und möglichen sequestrierten Vorstufen 

regulativ fungieren kann. Die Fähigkeit der wirtspflanzenunabhängigen  

de-novo-Produktion erleichtert zudem einen Wirtspflanzenwechsel ohne direkten 

Verlust der chemischen Abwehr. Wohingegen die Fähigkeit zur Sequestrierung von 

nutzbaren Vorstufen, wenn sie in der Wirtspflanze vorhanden sind, einen Wechsel der 

Synthesestrategie ermöglichen. Die Kombination aus de-novo-Biosynthese und 

Sequestrierung eröffnet den Larven somit die Möglichkeit, ihre biochemische 

Wehrstrategie mittels regulatorischer Inhibierung an die gegebenen Bedingungen 

anzupassen. Der daraus resultierende energetische Nutzen würde den Larven einen 

deutlichen Vorteil gegenüber der reinen de-novo-Produktion bringen.  

 Als alleiniges Stellglied innerhalb der Iridoid-Biosynthese ist PcHMGR allerdings 

nicht selektiv genug. Die Inhibierung von PcHMGR würde möglicherweise nicht nur die 

Produktion von Chrysomelidial drosseln, sondern alle Terpenbiosynthesen. So würde 
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auch die Juvenilhormon Biosynthese, auf Grund ihrer allgemeinen Abhängigkeit von den 

Substraten IDP und DMADP, welche über den Mevalonatweg generiert werden, inhibiert 

werden. 

9.2  COFAKTOREN VERMITTELTE REGULATION  DER PRODUKTSPEZIFITÄT VON 

PCIDS1 

 Um eine effiziente Chrysomelidial-Produktion zu gewährleisten, sollten sowohl 

prinzipielle als auch selektiv wirkende Mechanismen vorliegen, welche die Vorstufen für 

die Terpenbiosynthesen bedarfsgenau im larvalen Metabolismus regulieren und 

kanalisieren. Die Beeinflussung von Enzymen, die spezifisch an der Produktion von 

Chrysomelidial beteiligt sind, erfordert eine stark gerichtete Regulation. Da es sich bei 

Chrysomelidial um ein Monoterpen handelt, stellen die „short-chain“-

Isoprenyldiphosphatsynthasen (scIDS) ein weiteres regulatorisches Stellglied dar. Sie 

katalysieren die Produktion der Terpenvorstufen und gelten neben den 

Terpensynthasen als eine der wichtigsten Regulationsebenen innerhalb der 

Terpenbiosynthese, um die Vielfalt des Terpenoms zu kanalisieren.  

 Die identifizierte PcIDS1 aus P. cochleariae konnte mittels RNAi-Analysen in 

einen direkten Zusammenhang mit der Synthese von Ger-8-O-Glc gesetzt werden. Das 

„silencing“ von PcIDS1 führte sowohl zu einem deutlichen Rückgang der Vorstufe  

Ger-8-O-Glc als auch des Wehrsekretes an sich. Zudem weisen RNAi behandelten Larven 

einen signifikanten Verlust an GDPS-Aktivität im Fettkörpergewebe im Vergleich zu 

unbehandelten Larven auf und unterstützten damit vorangegangenen Beobachtungen. 

 Die fundierte Analyse der rekombinant hergestellten PcIDS1 zeigt 

erstaunlicherweise eine promiskuitive Enzymaktivität. Das Produktprofil von PcIDS1 

kann signifikant durch den Einsatz verschiedener, essentieller, metallischer Cofaktoren 

beeinflusst werden. Nutzt das Enzym Mg2+ als Cofaktor und DMADP als Substrat, so 

erzeugt es in einer moderaten Enzymaktivität FDP als Hauptprodukt. Setzt man 

hingegen GDP als Substrat ein, kann eine gesteigerte FDPS-Aktivität beobachtet werden. 

Die geänderte Produktspezifität wird bei PcIDS1 durch den Einsatz von Co2+/Mn2+ als 

Cofaktor erzeugt. PcIDS1 agiert, wenn DMADP als Substrat vorliegt als hoch effiziente 

GDPS. Des Weiteren konnte in verschiedensten Versuchen eindeutig gezeigt werden, 
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dass Co2+ dominant gegenüber Mg2+ ist. Co2+ wurde hierbei mit einer deutlich größeren 

Affinität von PcIDS1 gebunden, auch wenn Mg2+ im 1000-fachen Überschuss vorlag. 

 Kinetische Analysen von PcIDS1 hinsichtlich der Substrataffinität zeigen eine 

signifikante Abhängigkeit von Mg2+ und Co2+. Im Fall von Mg2+ ist GDP als bevorzugtes 

Substrat bestimmt worden, wobei die Messungen für DMADP eine biphasische 

Aktivitätskurve zeigten. Es lässt sich hierbei vermuten, dass zwei Reaktionen 

stattfinden. In der ersten Phase wird DMADP als Substrat gebunden, wobei GDP als 

Produkt entsteht. Überschreitet GDP einen gewissen Schwellenwert wird es in der 

zweiten Phase, auf Grund der höheren Bindeaffinität zu PcIDS1, zum präferiertes 

Substrat und weiter zu FDP umgesetzt. IDP erzeugt in Kombination mit Co2+ eine 

Substratinhibierung bei PcIDS1, wenn DMADP als allylisches Substrat vorlag. 

Substratinhibierung könnte eine mögliche Selbstregulation von PcIDS1 darstellen, um zu 

verhindern, dass dem System zu viel IDP entzogen wird. Dies wiederum hätte einen 

Rückgang von DMADP zur Folge, dass aus IDP gebildet wird. Im Vergleich der Km-Werte 

für die Substrate DMADP und GDP zeigte sich für DMADP ein niedrigerer Wert, was die 

Produktspezifität von PcIDS1 bereits vermuteten ließ. Thermodynamischen 

Berechnungen, sowie Docking-Studien am homologen Modell von PcIDS1 zeigen 

übereinstimmend signifikant höherer Bindungsenergien und somit eine eindeutige 

Prävalenz für Co2+ als Cofaktor. Gasphasen-Kalkulationen ergaben, dass die 

Gleichgewichtskonstante für Co2+ im Vergleich zu Mg2+ um mehr als das 1028-fache 

höher liegt. Selbst im Hinblick auf mögliche Solvatisierungseffekte würde ein 

Affinitätsvorteil für Co2+ bestehen bleiben und unterstreicht die gemessenen in-vitro-

Daten. 

 Zusammenfassend lässt sich daher sagen, dass die Metallionenabhängige 

Produktspezifität von PcIDS1 eine neue Art der metabolischen Regulation innerhalb des 

Terpenstoffwechsels ist. Im Unterschied zum alternativen Spleißen oder 

Genduplikationen, welches neue enzymatische Proteine zur Erweiterung des 

Produktspektrums hervorbringt, erlaubt die Cofaktor vermittelte Regulation mittels 

eines einzelnen Enzyms eine Kosten sparende und zugleich selektive Kontrolle von 

metabolischen Flüssen (Fig. 14).   
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Fig. 14: Regulation der Terpenoid-Biosynthese unter dem Einfluss verschiedener 
metallischer Cofaktoren. PcIDS1 kann seine Produktspezifität in Abhängigkeit von 
Metallionen verändern. Im Fall von Co2+ präferiert es die Substrate IDP und DMADP und 
produziert die C10-Verbindung GDP. GDP dient als Vorstufe für die Biosynthese des 
pentazyklischen Monoterpens Chrysomelidial, der Abwehrstoff gegen potentielle 
Fraßfeinde. Wird Mg2+ als Cofaktor zugesetzt, sind IDP und GDP die favorisierten 
Substrate und PcIDS1 produziert fast ausschließlich die C15-Verbindung FDP. FDP dient 
als Vorstufe für die Biosynthese der Sesquiterpene, zu denen unter Anderem das JH zählt 
(modifiziert nach (222)). 
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Fig. 5: Homology model of scIDS displaying chain-length-determination (CLD) 

region. Chain D housing the DDxxD motif of FARM (green). SARM (green) is located 

at the gray helix in the background. Dotted spheres are the trinuclear metal cluster 

generated by Mg2+. The blue helices are determined as the main CLD area. IDP and 

GDP are displayed as possible substrates for scIDS. Chain elongation to form FDP 

would be oriented downwards. Amino acids of chain D at position 4, 8 and 11 are 

shown to illustrate the possible steric conflict, supported by residues of chain F, 

with a growing carbon chain. 11 

Fig. 6: Phaedon cochleariae larvae show upended gland reservoirs containing 

defensive secretions which are released after a predatory attack. 13 

Fig. 7: Maximum parsimony reconstruction of the evolutionary relationship of 

Chrysomelina species considering the biosynthesis of deterrent compounds 

in the larval glands and host plant affiliation. Abbreviations: Pl.: Plagiodera; G.: 

Gastophysa; Ph.: Phaedon; P.: Phratora; L.: Linaeidea; C.: Chrysomela (apted and 

modified from (119)) 14 

Fig. 8 Biosynthesis of defensive secretions in the larvae of Phaedon cochleariae. 1, 

HMGR; 2, GDPS; 3, scIDS; 4, Phosphatase; 5, Cytochrome P-450 mixed function 

Oxygenase; 6, β-D-Glucosidase; 7, β-D-Glucosidase; 8, Oxidase; 9, Cyclase. Green 

arrow indicate the possibility of sequestration (adapted from (58)) 16 
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Fig. 9 Biosynthesis of defensive secretions in the larvae of P. cochleariae 

considering regulatory mechanisms. 1, HMGR; 2, GDPS; 3, scIDS; 4, Phosphatase; 

5, Cytochrome P-450 mixed function Oxygenase; 6, β-D-Glucosidase; 7, β-D-

Glucosidase; 8, Oxidase; 9, Cyclase. Red arrows indicate the supposed regulatory 

route of sequestered compounds. Dotted red lines indicate possible inhibitory 

mechanisms. Red lines indicate the negative feedback inhibition of Ger-8-OH on 

HMGR (adapted from (58)). 92 

Fig. 10: Comparison of GDP located in PcIDS1 with different metal co-factors. Mg2+ 

ions (green balls and green prenyl chain) and Co2+ (dotted balls and magenta prenyl 

chain) are fitted into the homology model of PcIDS1. The larger van der Waals 

radius of Co2+ (1.73 Å) in comparison to Mg2+ (0.96 Å) causes movement of GDP 

deeper into the binding pocket. The possible steric conflict with N244 and partly 

M178 in turn causes repulsion, indicated by the dotted spheres. 101 

Fig. 11: Enzyme activity of double mutant PcIDS1 and wt PcIDS1 dependent on the 

metal co-factor Co2+ or Mg2+. A) Structures of amino acids are shown which were 

mutated in the double mutant of PcIDS1. B) Specific enzyme activity of wt-PcIDS1 

compared to double mutant PcIDS1 concerning the influence of metal co-factor on 

product specificity. 102 

Fig. 12: Insight view on the dimer interface of PcIDS1 with regard to amino acids 

contributing to the catalytic cavity. IDP (light green) and GDP (green) are 

illustrated. Blue helices display one monomer and gray the contributing monomer. 

Residues colored in pink and indicated with an arrow represent amino acids which 

arouse the steric conflict in the corresponding monomer by the use of Co2+ as co-

factor. Residues colored in red represent putative interacting amino acids from the 

adjacent monomer which arouses a potential steric conflict after the mutations of 

M178A and N244A. 103 

Fig. 13: Regulation of terpenoid pathways by metal co-factors. PcIDS1 alters product 

specificity dependent on the present metal co-factor. If Co2+ is used as co-factor 

PcIDS1 will prefer IDP and DMADP as substrate and produce the C10 compound GDP 

which is the precursor for chrysomelidial production. With Mg2+ as co-factor PcIDS1 

favors IDP and GDP to form FDP the C15 backbone of sesquiterpenes which are 

involved for example in the biosynthesis of juvenile hormones. (modified by (222))

 109 
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Fig. 14: Regulation der Terpenoid-Biosynthese unter dem Einfluss verschiedener 

metallischer Cofaktoren. PcIDS1 kann seine Produktspezifität in Abhängigkeit 

von Metallionen verändern. Im Fall von Co2+ präferiert es die Substrate IDP und 

DMADP und produziert die C10-Verbindung GDP. GDP dient als Vorstufe für die 

Biosynthese des pentazyklischen Monoterpens Chrysomelidial, der Abwehrstoff 

gegen potentielle Fraßfeinde. Wird Mg2+ als Cofaktor zugesetzt, sind IDP und GDP 

die favorisierten Substrate und PcIDS1 produziert fast ausschließlich die C15-

Verbindung FDP. FDP dient als Vorstufe für die Biosynthese der Sesquiterpene, zu 

denen unter Anderem das JH zählt (modifiziert nach (222)). 114 
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